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Truckman came. Look over periodicals for binding. Wrote for title pages and Index for
National University Law Review and New York University Law Review, also title page for
Am. Bar Ass’n Journal. This finishes up the neglected correspondence of Law Periodicals up
to times. C. F. H. took charge in the fall 1928. All replies received in these matters will be
found in file marked “Correspondence Exchanges A-Z”.
July 11
[C. F. Heiskell]
Truck man came brought pam. on Zoning in “Bolivias Paraguayan Dispute” made card













Plaster fell in Stack-room and damaged some three of [sic] four K.B.L. Ass’n books.






Plasterers fixing fallen plaster.
Aug. 7
[C. F. Heiskell]
Mr. Morris came down to see about work of plasterers and ‘tis an ill wind that blows no
good – Mr. Baker was given the job of cleaning shelves and books where the plaster had
all messed them up - also to do top of table over.
Aug. 13
[C. F. Heiskell]
When C. F. H. reached Library this A.M. found truckman had brought yesterday afternoon
after Library hrs - some books down. Have spoken to them several times about this habit.
Aug. 15
[C. F. Heiskell]
Truck man came bringing 2 v. of Williston on Contracts that had been sent for rebinding.
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Monday Aug. 26
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4:00 E. L. Ogden
Put some things from desk and work shelves in new file case, and rearranged contents of
desk drawers. Checked list of “Dups. for exchange” sent by Indiana Univ School of Law who
had asked for our list of Tenn. Bar Ass’n. dups recently. As some vols of Tenn. Law Rev.
were also wanted, gave letter to R. Kennerly who happened in + said he would attend to it.
Asked Miss Williams whether any books on May order list had been rec’d. She said last
year’s arrears on subscriptions were so large that Miss Baker was afraid this year’s
appropriation could take care of no more than this arrears + the subscriptions for the
coming year so nothing had been ordered. Mr. Frazier to visit.
Tuesday, Aug. 27
9 - 12 [E. L. Ogden]
1:30 - 4
Asked Miss Williams for: rubber bands, thumb tacks, library heading envelopes, gummed
labels, gummed cloth binder, stitched through middle - 1 pencil, no. 3. Wrote Main Lib.
asking if any nos. of Title news had gone there instead of here. Sent Miss Williams note by
mail. Happen to know that regular messenger is on vacation till College opens.
Wednesday, Aug. 28
9 - 12 [E. L. Ogden]
1:30 - 4
Wrote statement about Farm Lib. during painting for Miss Baker, carbon for Miss Cheatham
(using Mr. Withams typewriter) + separate notes for each + worked on annual rept
1927/28 which had never been finished.
Thursday, Aug. 29
9 - 12 [E. L. Ogden]
1:30 - 4
Finished first draft of annual report for 1927/28 and began typing.
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Fri. Aug. 30
9 - 12 [E. L. Ogden]
1:30 - 4
Rewrote + typed more of the annual report.
Sat. Aug. 31
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Finished typing Annual Report 1927-28. Cleaned up desk a little – Mr. Wicker to say good
bye. Again expressed appreciation of the Library + Library staff – said the Library in
Columbia was the one unsatisfactory element - had books enough but needed a full time
librarian to arrange and care for them. E. L. O. said probably he could induce them to get
one and in a few years could point with pride to the results. Personally + on behalf of the
staff gave him best wishes for ideal conditions in work and social surroundings in his new
home.
Tuesday Sept. 3 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
It seems good to be back. Visit from Mr. Frank Fowler.
1 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Phoned Treasurer’s office about pay checks. They said still in messenger’s basket but would
mail if desired. Gave C.F.H’s & ELO’s home addresses. Worked on annual report 1928-29.
Wednesday Sep. 4 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report. Mr. David Pope to visit. Phoned Treasurer’s office about pay
checks. They said still in messenger’s basket - would mail so gave C.F.H’s + own home
addresses.
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Thursday, Sept. 5. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Ladd of last year’s freshman class, winner of scholarship came to do some work. Called
up members of K.B.L.A. who had over due books. Mr. Morrell used K.B.L. Worked on
material for of Tenn Bar Ass’n.
1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report. Mr. John Hudson looked over letter mail received in Bar Lib and
took one check dictating a memo for Miss Heiskell which ELO put on Miss H’s spear. Mr.
Carter in to visit.
Friday, Sept. 6. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report. Mr. Moreton to visit. Mr. Blackard wanted Rules of practice in
Tenn. Supreme Ct. Could find it only in Caruthers. Is it anywhere in Tenn Rpts or Digests?
Also Mr. Goddard(?) of Maryville + Mrs. Moreton his stenog., also N.B. Morrell.
Saturday, Sept. 7, 1929
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report. Dean McDermott to call. Looks as if summer agreed with him.
Asked about money for purchase of books appropriated this year. Could not tell him
exactly, but what I knew was not consoling. He said he was going right over to “The Hill” to
see about it. Reading last years entries in the Daily Record induces me to try to write mine
more neatly in the future – copy H. H. T’s good example! Mr. Morrell. At least one lawyer
every day since C. F. H. left, and sometimes more than one.
Monday, Sept. 9. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
The Dean came in and did some work – also told of an encouraging interview with Miss
Baker.
1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report.
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Tuesday, Sept. 10. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Miss Williams telephoned from Main libr. to inquire if v. 30 Third Dec. Digest had been
received.
1:30 - 4:00 E. L. Ogden
Lawyer to use Univ. law books needed considerable help. Most of his citations were to
books in Bar Libr. and he was not a member. Worked on report.
Wednesday, Sept. 11. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
In response to request from C. F. H. put notice on table in K.B.L. requesting that it be not
used until varnish was dry. She said she had left such a notice but evidently it had
disappeared.
Thursday, Sept. 12. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report. Lawyer to use Bar Libr. sent by Mr. Bass of Webb, Green, + Bass –
needed help in using digests. Wanted to work in Bar Libr. We both felt of table + found it
thoroughly dry so took away notice.
Friday, Sept. 13. 1929
9 - 12 [H. H. Turner]
1:30 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report. Finished copying. Done now except correcting + comparing. 3
lawyers at one time!
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Saturday, Sept. 14. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Frank Fowler used library. Mr. Seymour, working on his Master’s Degree in rural
economics with Dean McDermott’s permission took out 3 vols. Tenn Code. Said he was
going to use library in connection with Acts in Clay, Granger [sic] + Pickett Cos. subject of
his thesis. Called up Miss Baker and Miss Ogden who O.K.ed request. Miss Baker wasn’t in at
time but called up later as Miss Williams had given message. Said she was sorry the request
had been made but it couldn’t be refused.
Monday, Sept. 16. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1 Judge Jones came to look up a case in N.Y. Supplement.
2 A lawyer used Nat’l reporters.
3 Mr. Eugene Miller to talk about Law rev. exchanges. Will return to see Miss Ogden.
4 Mr. Blackard to take a bound Harvard law review to his office.
5 Mr. Witham back - with Mr. Warner’s wedding announcement. They are to live in
Wicker’s former apt.
1 - 4:00 E. L. Ogden
Worked on annual report – finished corrections + cleaned up typewriter + a few other
things. Mr. Seymour came to get the rest of Shannon’s Code. Decided to take Thompson’s
Shannon instead + will bring back the others except supplement.
Tuesday, Sept. 17. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Mr. Witham brought in Amer. Law Institute Restatements – attended to. Began to clear up
left-over notes + memoranda.
Wednesday, Sept. 18. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Warner back. Read Tenn. bar ass’n repts. with a view to work later. Mr. Saxton to look
up authorities on personal property. Mr. Witham brought Schedule of classes 1929 - 30.
Truckman came with accumulation of books, pamphlets +c. Took care of advance sheets.
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1:30 - 4:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Seymour again to talk about laws. Says he is coming down here to do some of his work.
Mr. Warner brought Mrs. W. to be introduced. Truck man came again at 4:10 with more
books + took back the Agr. Libr. things. Had locked Library door to finish what Mr. Seymour
had interrupted + heard truck man – he was putting books on floor outside. Told him to
look up janitor if no one was here and have things put inside. Not likely he will be coming
again after hours. Finished up some more odds + ends of notes + memoranda. Put away
supplies brought from Main Libr in A.M.
Thursday, Sept. 19. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Baker polished Miss Heiskell’s desk. Read American bar ass’n journal.
1:30 - 4 [E. L. Ogden]
Asked Mr. Baker to change position of ink station and pencil sharpener to fit new position
of desk and shelves + to cut additional linoleum to cover desk near ink station. He not only
did this right away but stained ends of shelves in Reading room and back of shelves in
Library office and did all this right away. Lent Mr. Witham the desk copy of Law Library
rules to have a copy typed. His niece Margaret Witham is here to go to as Univ. and student
and will do typing for Law College. Labeled file case and took care of books brought down
yesterday. Ink filling station needs a new cork before it can be filled. Came down this A.M.
and asked H. H. T. her views on new arrangement of shelves near desk.
Friday, Sept. 20. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Read shelves in R.R. to U.S. Reports + dusted a little.
Saturday Sept. 21 1929
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Dusted periodicals, put up new Reporter calendar. Mailed note to Miss Baker asking
instructions for next week’s schedule. Marked 156 Tenn to show that it contains Supreme
Ct and Ct Appeals rules (Mr. John Hudson told me which one they were in. Mr. Blackard
wanted to see them the other day and I found only old ones. Will put cards in catalog for
them later. Found a lot more volumes from bindery – evidently came while Lib was closed.
They were in the room this time.
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Monday, Sept. 23. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1 - 4:45 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker to talk schedules. Said use last year’s schedule. Phoned later that she saw H. H.
T. about Wed. p.m. opening and would try to see Mr. Witham about whether or not to open
Wednesday night. Finished reading shelves in reading room + Library office. Registration is
being conducted in Ayres Hall so Tennessee Hall very quiet. Filled ink station.
Tuesday, Sept. 24. 1929
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Miss Baker told H. H. T. that she wanted her to keep to last year’s schedule except for
changing from Monday to Wednesday (4 - 6.30,) in Carnegie, and to take her first evening
in law library Thursday (26th). Messrs Hudson + Morrell used bar libr. An unknown
gentleman (Mr. Cameron) used Southern Reporter. Worked on slips for papers in Tenn bar
ass’n reports.
1 - E. L. Ogden
Mr. Witham came in for a minute. Told him Miss Baker wants his views on opening
evenings this week. He said tell her he would prefer to begin right away for the moral
effect. He wants the students to get the impression that full work is expected from the start.
He said probably they would not work much and nobody might be in to read evenings this
week but better keep open anyhow. Phoned Miss Baker and she said she would notify Miss
Heiskell. Put Cooks Amer. Institutions on display at chapter on lawyers. Mr. Seymour ret’d
statutes – spent about an hour showing him around and answering his questions about law
books. Said we might be willing to lend him Hicks Material + methods some time.
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Wednesday, Sept. 25. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Long call from Dean who reported registrations, plans +c. and discussed law school matters
for some time. Said the Messrs. Morse were starting Law School of their own and wanted
him to endorse an application to a law book form for text books on credit. Their students
may use law library. He seems to think situation amusing. Dean thinks our students an
unusually studious lot. Dean likes new arrangement of desk. Many telephone messages
made interruptions, and old students looking in. C. F. H. called up to ask if she were
expected tonight, as she hadn’t heard from Miss Baker. Worked a little on Tenn. bar ass’n
proc.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Read book reviews in periodicals to date. One student to study. One lawyer + Mr. Blackard
in and out. Mr. Baker put in new light bulb which had burnt out.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Seems good to be back on job. Everything looks so orderly and nice. No students or visitors
in.
Thursday, Sept. 26. 1929
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
On raising shade of window nearest desk, fastener flew off. Will notify Mr. Baker. Made
slips for Tenn. bar ass’n proc. Showed a freshman vols. in display case and explained rules.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.
Conference: Discussed questions suggested in Record of 1928/29 p.276 (May 1929).
Decided to keep track of how often conference [room] is in use when wanted. Seems
difficult to formulate a rule for restricting it. Decided to limit allow reserving of books for
evening or weekend only once – not on successive evenings. Decided if books were left
open on tables while students are out of room a long time to put them back on shelves.
Decided to keep truck at end of desk with sign - Return Bar Libr. Books here. Discussed
plans for entertaining staff Oct. 5. Worked on pamphlets. Put with waste paper all on state
laws, except school laws, sent to Main Libr.
[Note fastened to page:]
Memo. Sep. 26
“Bro. Abr. Feoff al uses” a foot note citation in the student case book on Trusts means
“Brooke’s Abridgment” of the Year Books. It was pub. in London 1568. Account of it is in 2
Holdsworth’s Hist of Engl Law - 345.
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9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 5
Worked on correspondence and new books and cleaned up desk accumulation.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
3 students used library.
Friday, Sept. 27.1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Mr. Vesser, Johnson 9-15 - 10. Mr. Kennerly brought 3 copies of
“A uniform system of citation” with a request that they be put in pamphlet collection where
they will be accessable [sic] to Tenn. law review board at any time. Worked on slips for
Proc. bar ass’n, Tenn.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Helped new students and worked on K.B.L. bills.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Reichling used conference room 8:30 – . 3 students and Mr. Blackard in this evening.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Did all cat cards to date except a few analyticals. (2½ hours). Worked on pamphlets.
Phoned Miss Baker about disposition of pams. giving school laws of various states. She said
send them to Main Library.
Saturday, Sept. 28. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Miss Williams from Main libr. came to see equipment, sent by Miss Baker. Admired library
+ the way desk located.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
More students in Library this A.M. than anytime since work began.
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Monday, Sept. 30, 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Saw Mrs. Hamer Saturday afternoon and she said that she was soon going to send students
to law library to look up cases in U.S. repts. but she particularly requested staff to refrain
from giving them any aid whatever. They are merely to be shown where the reports are
located and left to do their own research as that is part of the instruction. She wished H. H.
T. to record this for benefit of staff. Miss Baker is sending other members of library staff to
visit law library in the near future as she wishes every one to see it. Showed two freshmen
(girls) students around library and explained Nat’l reporter system to them.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd of students using Library this afternoon. I find our Mr. Myers of the past
three years has a brother a first year man.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Think students exhausted themselves in Library this afternoon so only a few in this evening
along with Messrs. Blackard and Warren.
Tuesday Oct. 1, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
More 3rd year students using Library at opening hour. Mr. Douglass in Conference room 9
a.m. A large crowd of students in Library later. Truckman came. Mr. Witham said he
thought in place of showing and explaining books and their relation and situation in
Library arrangement to first year students as he did last year he would speak to Mr.
Steinmetz when he came about doing it as it was really the latter province in Law College
teaching.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
During overlapping, worked on slips for Proc. Tenn. bar ass’n.
2 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Am. Dig – taking out the first 20 p.p. to return to Publishers. Mr. Witham said
the Knox Co Bar Ass’n is to have a Speaker or Lecturer here this week and with Miss
Baker’s concurrence they had asked to have him talk here at Law College Library.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Brought from Main Libr. directions to cut out title page + first 20 pp. of Amer. Digest Annual
Key no. 1A - 24A + take accession nos. Did so – putting aside rest of vols for waste paper.
Took out cat + shelf cards + sent note to Miss Bergen that I had done so. Sorted out slips
record of discarded pamphlets + recorded new ones rec’d. Sent Miss Baker note of book
statistics for Sept.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Quite a large number used library Conference room used 7.15 - 9 by Messrs. Reichling +
Huddle. About 25 students during eve.
Wednesday Oct. 2, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
A good crowd of 2nd year students at opening hour, later room filled with 1st year students.
Mr. Ely last years graduate used Library this A.M. C. F. H. helped him in looking up some
things. Mr. Haythall[?] of the West Pub. Co. is here to lecture before Knox Co. Bar Assn and
2nd + 3rd year Law Students in Library Reading room at 2 P.M.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday. Asked Mr. Witham if he thought staff should came back this afternoon
to hear lecture and he said not necessary. Discussed real merits of Corpus Juris, and other
systems. Mr. Witham said he had asked Mr. Steinmetz to show freshmen law library and
he had agreed to do so next Wednesday, as he was peculiarly qualified for this purpose.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Very few lawyers at lecture. Miss Baker here. Counted 8 lawyers (think that was all). Think
nearly all 2d + 3d law students here and some freshmen (1 lawyer + 1 student slept most of
the time). The lecturer had selected certain volumes of C.J., A.L.R., R.C.L. Amer. digest + had
marked passages to illustrate where they fell short of giving all the law and how the Amer.
digest system did bring new cases and “reversed, affirmed, +c” for old cases up to date.
Illustrated use of Descriptive word index. Said in A.L.R. and R.C.L. one is apt to miss the
case wanted because the index is not clear. In R.C.L. must use index to supplement original
volume as well as supplement. Moral of it all was, wherever you find your case cited, ALR,
RCL, CJ or what not, be sure to verify by looking it up in digest system at the last. Did odds +
ends of pamphlets, made analytics for Tenn. court rules. Phoned Hughes to come for
waste paper tomorrow. To Farm tomorrow. Mr. Vesser in conference room 1:15 - 2:00,
Ladd + Baughman, 3:50 - 4:15.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Several students for evening studying. Later quite a large number came in.
Thursday Oct. 3, 1929
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd of students in Library first hour.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A nice studious crowd of students; they certainly have started out using Library well and a
most quiet body so far - here’s hoping they will keep it up. From L. E. O. [sic] account of
West Pub. Co. man that lectured on yesterday C. F. H. does not hold with him all together.
It seems as if he was all for his sales. This is the [l_ie ?] he carries.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Took care of advance sheets of Nat’l Reporters. Large no. using library, all very studious.
Friday, Oct. 4. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Read shelves in both libraries. Found 5 Ark. missing from K.B.L. Did a few slips for Proc.
Tenn. bar ass’n.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Had quite a number of students in.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. R. Kennerly asked to have pamphlets on form citations for law reviews put in pamphlet
binders and kept on display case. Told him I’d attend to it next week. In the mean time he
will tell members of the board to ask at the desk. Worked on pamphlets, sorting out cat cds.
for those discarded. Looked over Indiana Univ letter about exchanges and finally took list
down to Mr. Witham to get his ideas on what to ask for. A few minutes later he went home
to nurse his cold so fear the matter will be pending quite a while. Phoned Hughes again
about waste paper.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Not so many as on other evenings this week.
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Saturday, Oct. 5. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Being Saturday and having Sunday between for studying not so much of a crowd using
Library during morning hours.
Monday, Oct. 7. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Large crowd all a.m. Evidently making up Saturday cuts. Spent spare moments hunting in
K.B.L. for 5 Arkansas in hope that it had only been misplaced.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Witham came in to say that in the morning at 10 A.M. he would hold a mental test for
freshmen. A good crowd in Library all afternoon.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
At seven thirty (7:30) there were no Library users – at 8 two freshmen came in.
Tuesday, Oct. 8, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Witham brought the first year class up at 10 A.M. for the mental test he spoke of last
afternoon. Mr. Witham also said Mr. Steinmetz would show students thru Library at his
class period to-morrow, Wed. morning.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on Proc. Tenn. bar ass’n during overlapping.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Accessioned periodicals and looked over list of same. Found missing Vol. of Arkansas Repts.
in among Alabama.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Continued changing cat. cards to agree with changes in pam. file. Brought letter from Miss
Baker saying register of box numbers of students will not be sent us this year + giving
directions for identification of non-law students. Suggest keeping this with in our “library
rules + schedules” folder in desk. Phoned Hughes again about waste paper. Drivers had
reported street closed. Told them Broad was open. He said they would send.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Oct. 9th 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held his class in Bibliography down on second floor in one of class rooms this
A.M. Did not show the first year students the Library and its uses.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday. Mr. Vesser used conference room 12 - 2(?).
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck man came. Brought nearly all the rest of vols sent to bindery in June. Mr. Tipton –
said he was from the state attorney’s office wanted to use Bar Lib – so I let him. Hope it was
right. Everybody turned out to moot court so took opportunity to change curtains over
pamphlet shelves – also showed a 1st year student around – one who hadn’t been in before.
Did some more with pamphlets.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
A room full this P.M.
Thursday, Oct. 10. 1929
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Took care of Advance Sheets Nat’l repts. Messrs Beasley + Elmore used Conf. room 9.20 -
9.50.
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Took charge of desk and reading-room a good attendance this P.M. Helped some students
in finding things.
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11 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Conference - Discussed care of wash room. HHT suggested she would look after it for a
month – the others take their turns afterward. This in connection with Miss Baker’s talk
at staff meeting last Sat. when “housekeepers” were announced for Main Lib. wash rooms
in alphabetical rotation. E. L. O. stated what changes she proposed to make in location of
books. Said she wanted to defer shifting Bar Lib. books until after Bar Library books all
have plain vol nos. – some still to do. Miss Heiskell said Directors had talked about it and
had said more shelving was needed and thought E. L. O. was the one to ask Miss Baker. ELO.
says Directors ought to deal directly with Miss Baker and not through a subordinate in this
matter so will take no steps in the matter. Shifted Lib. office to put pam boxes with their
subjects.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Oct. 11. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
During overlapping period worked on slips for Proc. Tenn. bar ass’n.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Sorted out slips for pamphlets kept. For first time had to speak to students about talking
(and then not so bad as sometimes). R. Kennerly + C. Morgan, chief offenders. R.K. reported
that Osborn’s Questioned documents, is O.K. for Library - came in payment of advts. Mr.
Blackard had not known anything about it - said he had a list in hand for advising what to
ask for but this vol. was done without his knowledge. Displayed “Types of lawyers - art in
Jour. Amer bar Ass’n - Think I’ll keep a list of articles displayed on an interleaving sheet at
end of this vol. Am taking “Questioned Docs with me. Will take to Main Lib. tomorrow.
Vesser in Conference Room 1:30 - 4:10. No one else asked for the room but while it was
occupied Miss Corkland + Mr. Seal took books downstairs to get up some moot court work.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Oct. 12. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Judge Swiggart of St. Sup. Ct. used Library this A.M.
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Monday, Oct. 14. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Large, studious crowd using library.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Library full of workers this afternoon. Judge McKinney St. Supreme Ct used Library all
afternoon.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday October 15, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
As usual the morning hour found a large attendance in Library.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Used first part of overlapping time in acting as housekeeper, in dressing room. Fear not
much impression but will try again tomorrow. Made slips for Proc. Tenn. bar ass’n.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Warner brought up a number of old periodicals found in Dean’s room, Columbia,
Harvard, Iowa, Ky. and Yale – made note of them for accession list. Iowa accession card
missing.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Truck man came. Hunted prices + publishers for list books brought by Mr. Witham. He also
brought v. 1 Shannon’s Tenn. Annotation + digest - Ed. 2 1929. It (so far) is an alphabetical
arrangement of all Tenn. cases through 156 Tenn, 6 Tenn Appeals + earlier series. To be
sent to Lib for cataloging + set to be purchased. On display - Wigmore - List of 100 legal
novels.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Big crowd all the evening. Nearly every chair occupied.
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Wednesday Oct. 16, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Sent Miss Baker the Indiana Univ Law School Lib correspondence about exchanges, after
checking all items not in Lib and asked what reply to make. Sent also a Leland Stanford
exchange list of Statutes. Think Main Lib has some extra Tenn. statutes for which we (or
they) could get the 1929 Calif. Code + some U.S. Statutes at Large. After “mature
consideration” have decided to put Mr. Morse’s pamphlets in the vertical file in the folder
marked “Law College. History. Original documents”
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
An unusually large crowd of students for the evening hour every table filled and Mr.
Reichling in Conference room.
Thursday, Oct. 17. 1929
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Truck man came. Took care of advance sheets, Nat’l reporters.
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A body of students using the Library this afternoon filling every table and using many
books.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Crowd waiting at head of stairs at 6.55 p.m. Evening hours are no sinecure! “Almost” entire
library used and numerous vols. from both collections to be put back. Quite a lengthy job.
Students say no holiday or excuse from work promised for Homecoming. Atmosphere
gloomy.
Friday, Oct. 18. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Snapp and McEwan 9 –
20
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Mr. Vesser in Conf. room 1:30 - 3(?). Mr. Witham brought up list of purchases for me to
compare with copy. Found a number of prices, pub. +c to add. Also he hadn’t had a carbon
made for Library so had to copy a good deal of it for our information. Took all P.M. to do
this + to hunt up. Homer v Battyn 12 Gro 2, BRH (which did not find) + help freshmen with
citations. Meant to dust display + vertical file +c but no time.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
3 students
Saturday, Oct. 19. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
No students in Library after 10:30. Messrs Morton and Wimberly came in to speak to
Librarian. Dean McDermott phoned to say he would not meet his 12.20 class so they could
all have a holiday from Torts.
Monday, Oct. 21. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
10 - 11 Mr. Douglass and Carson used Conference room. Mr. Fowler law alumnus visited
library.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Morgan, Frazier, McPherson in Conference room 2 P.M. - 2:30. Mr. Vesser in
Conference room 2:30 –
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Up until 8 o’clock the Library was unoccupied as to students, later 4 came in and still later
two more came in making 6 in all.
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Tuesday Oct. 22, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
2 - 5
Worked on numbers for book numbering.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
In overlapping time made slips for Proc. bar ass’n of Tenn.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Mended torn leaves in dictionary. Dusted sections 2-6, display cases, vertical file + truck.
Partly mended Birdseye’s Forms + worked on labels.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Worked on labels. Mr. Vesser in Conference room.
Wednesday Oct. 23, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mended books. Truck man came.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Finished making nos. Worked on slips for Proc. bar ass’n of Tenn. Took charge of advance
sheets. Nephew of Francis Wellman (author of Art of Cross Examination) visited library.
Sorry to have forgotten to show his uncle’s book! He was motoring back to Boston. Read
“Report of Committee on Establishment of a permanent organization for improvement of
law proposing establishment of Am. law institute”.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Phoned Hughes - said “will be here in the morning”. Had phoned Main Lib first + Miss
Williams said they knew of no other junk dealer + Mr. Wells says Hughes treats them the
same way – doesn’t care much about paper and doesn’t come unless he wants to. [margin:
Salvation army will take but pays nothing. H. H. T.] Put on book labels. Mr. Witham
brought up final copy of list of books ordered – or rather corrected copy from which final
list was made. Last vol. of summer’s bindery came back.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Thursday, Oct. 24. 1929
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Call from Miss Williams to examine Proc. Tenn. bar ass’n 1917. Showed her slips also! Said
Miss Baker was coming home this a.m. Hughes man came for paper etc. Helped freshman
find an Ala. case. (1838) Made a few slips.
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Conference
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on no. labels and attended desk.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Money from waste paper 75¢. Took $1.00 from fine money to pay self back for this record
book. Shifted in Lib. Office + sections 5 + 6 to make room for volumes to be ordered to go
in RR-5 and also made room for new Tenn. Shannons annotations + digest. Conference –
Discussed display methods + results and plans for shifting + for listing vols. in need of
mending. Staff agrees that the “preservation” process used in Spring makes leather brittle.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Reichling in conference room 8 - 9.
Friday, Oct. 25. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Worked on shelf labels. Messrs Ladd + Baughman used conference room 10:05 – .
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Took some ink out of bottle left on top card cat. desk and filled stand on U.T. Library desk
as there was none for their stand outside filling station. Worked on nos. on Tenn. Repts – a
tedious job as the old numbering was by Reporters and had to keep using Shepards
citations to get corresponding nos.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Corrected inventory lists + location marks on cards to correspond with yesterdays shifting
– prepared cards for shelf labels – did some mending. Mr. Witham brought in list of books
offered by publisher in payment of advt in Tenn. Law Rev. He decided on Jones on
Mortgages Ed 8 - which was on the newest order list - $36.00.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Saturday, Oct. 26. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Worked on labels and vol. numbers.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Oct. 28. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Did not find the key to Conference room either Friday evening or today when students
wanted to use room. A large crowd of students.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, Oct. 29, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Many book used, think E. L. O. idea of having stackroom books deposited on truck a good
arrangement. C. F. H. had ten books to put up this A.M. Truck man came.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Took care of advance sheets. Worked on slips for Proc. bar ass’n of Tenn.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on books - mending +c.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Rec’d from Miss Baker a key on a chain from West Pub. Co – Letter with it says its valuable
but does not say for what. Think we’ll have to keep it in drawer with fine money. Mended
U.T. books (a few) and finished most needed labels in Bar Lib. Messrs Frazier + Morgan in
conference room 1:30 - 4:00 (about)
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Almost every chair filled and loads of books to put away, truck loads and many on tables.
This is the largest attendance yet for H. H. T. and much supervision needed. Late getting
away.
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Wednesday, Oct. 30, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on New York Appl’s Reports – reinforcing +c. Mr. Carter w last year Students
worked in Library this A.M. Many books used.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips. Had a long call from Mr. Steinmetz. Discussed interesting case with Mr.
Carter in regard to duties of landlords. Conference room used by Mr. Frazier 10 - 11.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Douglas in Conference room 3 - 5. Cleared up work on pamphlets. Decided to have a
box for Tenn. Supreme Ct. Briefs for such things as HHT donated the other day, on shelves
after Tenn. Miscellaneous. Putting books noticed an uneven edge in 34 Harv. Law Rev. +
found whole page had been torn out. Desirable to regard edges with a suspicious eye when
shelving or handling. Not so many books used today as yesterday or would not have been
possible to look into it. Miss Williams phoned to ask if Suppl. to Fletcher’s Corp. had come
here – she had a bill for it. If it should come probably she would like to be notified by
phone.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday Oct. 31, 1929
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Got some varnish and alchol [sic] for book repairing.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A quiet room full of Library users. Hear Mr. Myers, one of our seniors of last year, is
married. Mr. Douglass used Conference room 3 - 5:15.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 1. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips.
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9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mended some more.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Readers few but studious. Worked on cards 1-5 – included checking + filing subject cards
for pamphlets, new reference and analytics. Also made out book statistics for Oct.
Subtracting 25 vols discarded leaves 1 vol to our added. Think this is the record low mark.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Nov. 2. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Nov. 4. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Came 10 min. early and did some odds + ends before opening hour. Read articles in Am bar
ass’n journal; Va. law rev.; Illinois law rev.; N.Y. Univ law quarterly review; and Scottish law
rev., the last at request of Mr. Steinmetz.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Opened with one student and Mr. Warner.
Tuesday Nov. 5, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips. Mr. Witham has asked Dean Massey about Armistice Day and was
informed that no arrangements have been made yet. Read more articles in current legal
publications.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Shifted and helped R. Kennerly with trailing citations for an article for Tenn. Law Rev. E. L.
O. wants data from rest of staff on how to find additions to words + phrases. E. L. O. found
some but not all straight through apparently.
7 . 9.30 [H. H. Turner]
Came a little early as I wanted to do a little cleaning!
Wednesday Nov. 6th, 1929
8 - 12 [C. F. Heiskell]
Mr. Steinmetz had his class in Library this A.M. explaining the use of books. Mr. Witham
came and took one of the table-lamps out of Conference room to use downstairs, said if
needed would return it.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
1 - 5:30 E. Lucy Ogden
Got Mr. Witham’s Sec. to type letter to Ind. Univ Law Lib’n regarding exchanges. Mr.
Witham has heard nothing of Amer. Bar Ass’n questionnaire + surmises there may not be
one this year. Mr. Haas much interested in Univ. Penna. Law Rev. article displayed –
reading it + showing it to others. Went through Law Lib. news making notes of Bar Assoc.
Proc. issued 1928-9.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thought when C. F. H. read article in University of Penn. Law Rev. the second year men
would find it interesting as they have that subject.
Thursday, Nov. 7. 1929
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 5
Took charge of reading room and students. Helped a number find English cases.
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11 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Conference – Discussed housekeeping and methods + results of display of periodical
articles. Results Success of this seems better this year than heretofore. Heat mornings
reported better than last year. Shifted. Nearly finished State reports in northwest room.
Shall have to leave about ten vols. of Amer State Reports on top stacks. Treatment given
books last Spring has made them swell as Mr. Wire says it will.
7 - 9.30 [H. H. Turner]
Came in 10 min. early and did some housekeeping “chores.” Only a few industrious souls
braved the elements.
Friday, Nov. 8. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Mr. Witham said that he had been informed that Armistice day was to be a holiday after 10
a.m. but before posting a notice in regard to library closing he would call up Miss Baker and
let staff know result.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Witham said the Law College and Library would be closed from 10 A.M. Nov. 11th
(Armistice day) to 8 A.M. (Tuesday) Nov. 12th, hence C. F. H. posted notice as requested.
Truckman came.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Began looking over HHT’s slips for Bar Ass’n of Tenn. articles. Looks like a great deal of
interesting material. Many students.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
A goodly crowd of students.
Saturday, Nov. 9. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Monday Nov. 11. 1929
8 - 10 [H. H. Turner]
It being Armistice Day library closed at 10 until tomorrow at 8 a.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Very few at opening hour - haven’t recovered from yesterday’s holiday it would seem. Mr.
Robinson a last year graduate came in this A.M. Said he had located here in the last few
days.
10 - 1 [H. H. Turner]
Read Col. + Oregon law reviews. Philippine law journal.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Took charge of reading room.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Looked over a few more of Tenn. Bar Ass’n. Proc. slips. Shifted. Wall in N.E. corner looks as
if more plaster will fall – paint is peeling off – wall damp to touch.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held his class in Library this A.M. Quite a difference in behavior of this first
year class to those previous, these seem so quiet and attentive to what was being said by
Mr. S— Mr. Steinmetz also asked to leave his teaching set of Dig’ts in lower shelves of
Digests. C. F. H. put notice on same. C. F. H. asked Mr. S. as regards to the omission of Words
and Phrases in 3rd Dec. Dig – said was publishers way to get you to buy a new set of Words
and Phrases. Truckman came downstairs left things and Mr. Baker brought them up.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Vesser in Conference room 12.40 - 1.30. Took care of Advance Sheets, read articles in
current magazines.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Spent most of afternoon checking up a list sent down by Miss Baker – a lady wanted to
dispose of some old books. Made notes of what we had and had not and showed it to Mr.
Witham who recommended Tenn. session laws 1811 and Hales’ Pleas of the crown - 1847.
As regards books for Mr. Steinmetz classes, he used to keep them in library in Ayres Hall
and it made so much trouble to have them there that I asked Mr. Witham if another place
could be provided. He said yes – and assigned a whole section of shelving in his office to Mr.
S’s use. It really is not much trouble for the students to bring them up when wanted and
take them back when done with. The library shelves ought not to be used for storage of any
articles whatever, or books except those regularly on shelves. Any exception will lead to
endless encroachments so it is best not to start. I therefore took the “teaching set” from
the Digest shelves + put them in Library office – as many as I could on shelf behind curtain
+ the rest on the ledge. Don’t want to be disobliging – but just don’t think it will do.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Would suggest that E. L. O. leave a note for Mr. Steinmetz as regards his books or have Mr.
Witham speak to him.
Thursday, Nov. 14, 1929
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Key to Conference room again missing. Put a article found in Ky. Law Journal on Due
Process of Public Interests and Price Fixing – especially that of Public Utilities. Also one in
Case and Comment of “English Bar and its Organization.”
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A roomful of students. Many books used three truckful for stack-room.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
A large number for such a bad night and all extremely studious.
Friday, Nov. 15. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Mr. Douglass in Conf room 8:45 – .
9- 1 C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker came with data on Shepard’s citations offered Tenn. Law Rev. on advertising.
Decided if she pays for Tenn citations as heretofore can get on Law Rev. credits
Northeastern supplements, U.S. supplements, and S.W., bd vols + sups. Also, consulting with
Mr. Witham, decided to buy R.C.L. supplements. She asks particularly that she be kept
informed how often Lib is mopped – whoever open Lib Monday especially please take
special note about this. Did some more Tenn Bar Ass’n slips. Miss Williams phoned this
A.M. about Vance on Insurance. Ed. 2 asked for but Ed 1 1904 sent. Could find no notice but
Mr. Witham says new ed was announced – either out or forthcoming – and we do not want
old. Phoned this to Miss W.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Neil Brooks class 1928 came in to Library last evening to see any of his old friends that
might be here.
Saturday, Nov. 16. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Not much doing in way of Library studying. This A.M. too much game interests. Mr. Jones
class 1928 came in to see us this A.M. Also Mr. Brooks gave us a return visit – both look well
and say they are doing quite [__rce ?]in their chosen profession. Good to see our old
graduates back.
Monday, Nov. 18. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor fairly clean but doesn’t appear to have been recently mopped.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A student from Hill to use U.S. reports.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Night school for different classes began this evening will be held as heretofore on Monday
and Tuesday evenings.
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Tuesday, Nov. 19, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Found article in Mich. Law Rev. on Sales which C. F. H. gave to several 2nd year men to read
as it was along their subject. Truckman came bringing Tenn. App. Repts. v’s 3 - 8.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Read articles in Harvard law rev. XLIII No.1 - esp. “Equity.”
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Took charge of desk and Reading-room. U.T. student, Post graduate, used Library wanted
U.S. Sup. Ct. Repts. Called Mr. Blackard’s attention to article on Equity in new Harvard Law
Review.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Did a few Bar Ass’n slips. Shifted. Mr. Vesser in conference room 1:30 – .
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Mr. Reichling 7.45 - 9. Large crowd + lots of books used. Mrs. Hamer’s
first students after “Antelope”.
Wednesday, Nov. 20, ‘29
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held class in Library.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Read N.Y. Univ. law quarterly review VII, 1 -. Helped Miss Corkland with Case notes. She
wants material on Constitutional law.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Nearly finished Tenn. Bar Ass’n. slips. Mr. Crosby + others in conference room 1:15 - 2:00
(on court work). No mail brought up.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Thursday Nov. 26. 1929
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Had a long talk with Mr. John Hudson K.B.L.A. and he said that the lawyers are talking about
withdrawing books if law library is ever moved farther out. Mr. Douglass in Conference
room 10.20 – .
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Conference at 11 A.M.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Looked after Reading room and desk attendance. Mr. Douglass in Conference room 2:30 – .
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference – Talked of examining periodicals for articles for display. It seems worth while
to do this more systematically than in former years as no faculty member now takes the
interest in them that Mr. Wicker used to do. Talked with Mr. Witham about neglect of Mr.
Baker to bring up mail. He went down to see Mr. B + returned with information (verified by
Mr. Kirkman that Mr. B is not to do this any more. Mr. W. may take up the matter further.
ELO will write Miss Baker for her information. Did a little more with Tenn. Bar Ass’n slips.
Visiting lawyer from “Ga. bar” used Tenn Code + admired the library.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 22. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Mr. Baker put mail under door of library as soon as it was opened. (Door ajar) Then kept on
upstairs. Wherefore thus? Conference room used by Messrs Johnson + Douglass 9 – .
Worked on slips for Tenn. bar ass’n proc.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Worked on slips for Tenn. Bar Ass’n Proc. Haven’t said anything yet to Miss Baker about
mail. Perhaps better to watch developments a little first. C. F. H. on E. L. O’s inquiry
agrees to take her turn at housekeeping.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Notwithstanding the weather (which only ducks should be out in much less Librarians?)
there was quite a crowd in Library.
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Saturday, Nov. 23. 1929
8 - 10 [H. H. Turner]
Good idea to wait before speaking to Miss Baker in regard to mail.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Nov. 25, 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Ther. only 62 at opening. Fear someone overslept! Conference room used by Mr. Vesser 10
- 11. Truck man came. Man came to see about repairing books. Quite sure floor has not
been mopped.
9 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Library was cold students complaining and leaving. From appearance of things looks as if
Mr. B. had lain down on more than mail delivery job?
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Library still cold not even to 70 degrees.
November 26, (Tuesday) 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library more pleasant as regards heat conditions. Mr. Madox book repairer man came in.
While books need some looking after could give no [prices?] for same.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
As a book repairer came to discuss working on the K.B.L.A. with Miss Heiskell and Mr. John
Hudson, took charge of reading room. Had difficulty with radiator. Many interruptions! Mr.
Baker came to the rescue and escaping water washed one corner of floor clean. When any
spare time came, worked on slips for Tenn. bar assoc proc. Helped students with reserves.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Wimberley brought Stenographer and used Conference room.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Shifted. Think one more session will finish. Mr. Maddox (?) to see about treating + mending.
Too long a story for just now. Will record tomorrow. Sent Law Lib News a note of Gibson’s
suits in chancery + Shannon’s annotations of Tenn. decisions. Miss Baker gave permission
for Mr. M. to get in Lib. at 7 AM. Charging Mr. B. not to let anybody else in. He says he won’t.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Later - [E. L. Ogden]
About treating books – Mr. Maddox + E. L. O. looked over Univ. Law collection and decided
there was very little to mend but that some of the English Rpts, the U.S. (official set) and the
Tenn. Repts might be treated to advantage as they are crumbling and much used. Phoned
Miss Baker to that effect - She asked his price - he said 15¢ per vol for treating, 75¢ for
treating and mending. Miss Baker authorized 100 vols. About 5 Mr. Mattox (Maddox?) came
back with a man to help and went to work in conference room. They had something that
looked like Wiggs waterless cleanser which they rubbed over the back + sides and left
overnight. Gave a coat of something else next morning. Makes books much darker of course
but not greasy. Mr. M. had counted books in the three sets earlier in the afternoon and
when he came back said he had phoned Miss Baker and she said do the 203 which he had
counted. The sample he showed looked as good as rebound, where he had mended, and
surface hard, smooth + not greasy. Said he had done some as much as 12 yrs. ago.
Wednesday, Nov. 27, 1929 –
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Found Mr. Maddox and assistant working in Library when C. F. H. came. Mr. Steinmetz held
class in Library. Truckman came bringing lots of new student text. Mr. Maddox finished up
the work for U.T. repairing or rather, resurfacing back of leather bound books.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Took care of Advance Sheets. Mr. Maddox explained his methods +c. Worked on Slips for
Proc. Bar Ass’n of Tenn.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Checked up Mr. Maddox count of vols. treated - counted same as he did on English Rpts and
Tenn. Rpts but counted 112 U.S. vols instead of 114 as he made it. Man from Mr. Morris’
office to inquire about borrowing books on contracts some time. Mr. Morris having said it
would be a good thing for him to study contracts + perhaps insurance. Told him we couldn’t
lend except as lent to students and that we had little if anything up to date that wasn’t
needed by students. He said he couldn’t do any studying just now anyway as he was taking
a night class and had a young baby! Maybe he could borrow books for the summer if Miss
Baker would consent. I said any arrangement Miss B. makes would be carried out. Mr.
Witham came in to talk about Mr. Steinmetz books. Says when Mr. S. comes the office
usually isn’t unlocked and he has to hunt Mr. B. to unlock and then carry the books up. It
would be more convenient for him to have them here. He looked around and suggested
various places. After digests, on top shelves in conference room and in Lib. office. E. L. O.
suggested giving Mr. S. a key to the Office or a case on this floor that could be shut up and
Mr. S. keep the key. Objected to putting the “teaching set” in the Library on any other
conditions. Mr. Witham said I was unreasonable and perhaps I am. I said to each
proposition – Ask Miss Baker and if she says put them in the library I will do it. As an
afterthought, Maybe Mr. W. could use a block of lockers for his stuff. The lockers come 5 in
a block and could be moved to hall outside library door. Guess I’ll suggest it. Lib. + steps
apparently not swept since yesterday. Told Mr. Baker to take away oily papers etc. from
conf. room + to put back the drop light.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Friday, Nov. 29. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Found a beautiful warm room and every one cheerful and good natured! Did several odd
jobs; worked on slips for Proc. Tenn. bar ass’n.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Very few students, result of Thanksgiving, suppose. However was kept busy with many
questions as to Library and Housekeeping.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Douglas in conference room 2 - 3:30. Attended to cards for month. Finished all cards
rec’d – taking time to examine subjects + make cross-refs. Am going to try doing this last
Friday in each month to see if one afternoon’s work will take care of all. Cards for some of
the new books haven’t come yet.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Found jar of paste and bottle of glue +c on desk in Library Office and both had their tops off
– a good way to get them dried up – don’t you think? Library very cold and Mr. B. paid no
attention to requests for heat – but when C. F. H. went home at 9:30 he was playing his
radio and still up.
Saturday, Nov. 30. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Another warm room! Unfortunately cooled later – too good to last. On reading shelves
missed v.4, 2d Ed. Am. Digest.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
H. H. T. says when she came Library was warm – but later the heat went down below 70°
and radiators got cold.
Monday, Dec. 2, 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Ther. 74̊ when libr. opened. Mr. B. came up later “to see if it was warm Enough!” Student
from Johnson Bible College to get material for thesis. Wanted Münsterberg’s “Psychology
of the Court room.” Called up Main Library + found they had Ditto of Witness box by same
author. Said he was coming back to work here, had been told no one but U. of T. students
could use law lib. Told him he was misinformed; said he knew he couldn’t take out but
wanted to “put in a day” here.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Dean McDermott came in looked over new books and asked key to Conference room. Such
weather not many using Library. Truck man came. Law Rev. presented 8 Vols. to Law
Library. C. F. H. did them up and masked them for Main Library sending. Suggested to Mr.
Witham he have Janitor Baker clean steps to entrance as they were dangerous and if
anyone fell they could sue UT.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thanks to Judge Jones who brought C. F. H. in his car otherwise she possibly couldn’t gotten
here – the streets were so icy, only 2 students.
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[Note card inserted at this page, handwriting of C. F. Heiskell]
List of Vols. by Tenn. Law Review –
1) Public Securities (forms) Abbott.
2) Bank and Banking 3rd Ed. Mayle
3) Law of Aviation. fixed
4) Promoters. Ehrich
5) Extraordinary Industrial and Interstate Contracts. Pingory’s
6) Finger Prints. Wehde and Beffel.
7) Hints on Trial of Lawsuit. Longsrusher[?]
8) 4 Vol. Jones on Mortgages 8th Ed.
[back side of note, handwriting of E. L. Ogden]
Later: Mr. Witham reports value of gifts from Tenn. Law Rev., including those listed over,
also Shepard’s Citations.
Coop. Lawyers coop pub. co. 40.00
Bender 45.00
Shepard 156.00
Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Guess Mr. Witham must have spoken to very decidedly to Janitor Baker for the Library was
fairly comfortable at opening hour and Janitor came up later to see. Put thermometer in
middle of room as he said being against wood cooled them off (?).
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Took care of Advance sheets Nat’l repts. Worked on slips for Tenn. Bar Ass’n proc. Conf.
room used by Mr. Johnson 12.30 – .
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Looked after desk and Reading R—
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Put HHT’s cop. of N.Y. Times art on Supreme Ct in cover to keep as a pam. Shifted.
Practically finished in Bar Side. Dean McD. came to ask if Mr. Steinmetz could put his books
in conference room. E. L. O. though[t] there wasn’t room for all he had in Mr. Witham’s
office. Dean thought there was. E. L. O. suggested putting General digest on top + by other
shifting let Mr. S. have the section where Cyc. is now – asked Dean McD. if he could not
prevail on Mr. Baker to move the books as they are heavy to lift on top of stacks. He seemed
to think it was the thing to do but he went off + Mr. B. did not come up so I do not know
whether he did anything about it or not. I do not want anything in conference room
changed except when I am here to superintend. Things are in a sort of order now and I do
not want the job of straightening them out. Called up Main. Libr. to ask if next Thurs. is
Farm or Law – but she was busy gone with architect. Suggest that CFH + HHT call her up
to-morrow morning and leave word for me. Doubtless it will be as last year – Law.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Mr. Reichling 8 - 9.30. Quite a large crowd using Library. Helped
student hunt up case in U.S. rept.
Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held class. Young man from Dept. of Ag. and Economics - looking up matters
in U.S. Rept and the Journal of Law and Public Utility Economics.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on Tenn. bar ass’n slips.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Phoned Miss Baker about to-morrow. (Had suggested CFH + HHT doing so, so as to give
them notice in time). She said Farm tomorrow and Law next week. Only things I had in
mind to bring up were that shelves ought to be checked up carefully long enough before the
holidays to give time to hunt up anything missing + to see that requests for reserves (if any)
start with author’s name at top - so they will be easy to alphabet. We can write the name in
when filing if students have put any other item first. Truck man brought one new book.
Marked those previously rec’d with date and shelved them where they are to stay. Asked
Mr. Witham to send Mr. B. Friday P.M. to make room in Conference room for Mr. Steinmetz’
books. Conf. room 1:30 - 2:00 Mr. Frazier et al (moot court work). Miss Baker said proceed
as heretofore about arranging library hours + days for Christmas holidays. Last day for
classes is Wed. 8th.
7:20 C. F. Heiskell
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Thursday Dec. 5th 1929
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Reichling in conf. room 8.25 - 9.25.
Friday, Dec. 6. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Came in little early + did some odds + ends. Worked on slips. Mr. Witham called up to say
that the Wickers came last night to stay for the foot ball game. Room fairly warm but not
excessively so!
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Wicker came in to speak this A.M. and it certainly did seem good to see him in Library
again.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Made up rept of vols. rec’d in Nov. Mr. Witham came to ask to note any specific omissions of
Mr. Baker’s in heat + cleaning. Said he had been trying to get tables, desks + chairs dusted
downstairs + was at the end of his patience. E. L. O. showed him fluff on floor in front of
current periodical shelves + a few cobwebs near Bar Lib. table. Told him what dusting Mr.
B. was not supposed to do + what Lib. staff is doing about housekeeping. Mr. B. did not
appear to put up Mr. Steinmetz books + Mr. W. could not find him so it will wait till Monday
Tuesday. Mr. W. said that it was settled Mr. B. would look after mail. Student (?) to look up
material on fraud in elections. Made some labels for Bar Lib. shelves. Mr. Wicker in for a
few minutes – Good to see him!
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Saturday, Dec. 7. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Truck man came. Hunted in Proc. Tenn. bar ass’n for material for Agricultural student on
Malpractices in election. Worked on slips.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Dec. 9. 1929
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Looked in current law reviews for material for Agricultural student. Found library very
comfortable and floor looking as if it had been gone over. General appearance tidy in
moderation! Mr. Witham stated that he was looking out for mail. Read articles in N.C. Law
rev. for Dec.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd of students using Library. Phi Delta Phi cup has been returned with name of
student (Warren Kennerly) who won it, engraved upon it.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Many students in Library.
Tuesday Dec. 10, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Heat and mail satisfactory.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Made slips for K.B. Ass’n of Tenn.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on Bar Lib. shelf labels (also for RR-1 and marked author list of Bar Lib. with
location marks for books in Bar Lib.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Fine of 60¢ collected from Mr. Meredith.
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Wednesday Dec. 11, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck man came - Mr. Ladd asked about reserving books for holidays. Told him to make out
slips for what he wants - date them with day request was made and all requests will be
considered when we know definitely what days the Library will be open. Mr. Witham says
Mr. Baker will come up tomorrow to attend to Mr. Steinmetz’ books. As Lib. was nearly
empty early in afternoon, marked locations for a few more of the Bar Library books.
Looked over some more Tenn. Bar Ass’n slips. Poked window stick through west window.
Afternoon mail was on window sill when I went out.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Dec. 12. 1929
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips for Proc. Tenn. Bar Ass’n. Took care of advance sheets Nat’l repts.
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Conference at 11 A.M.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Took charge of desk and Reading Room. Made new cards for periodicals accessions. Mr.
Witham came in and C. F. H reported mail downstairs since morning. Mr. W. said for us not
to touch mail but make a note of its non-delivery and report – also any other duties the
Janitor was to look after and failed to do so [__ ?] could have something to “check up” on.
Helped students with English reports.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference – Discussed arrangements for reserving books for the holidays. Mr. Powers told
Miss Heiskell he thought Lib. need not be kept open if Libr. staff would be in town + could
come when needed. Miss H. informed Miss Baker who authoriz said she would give final
decision Sat night at staff meeting. Miss B. authorized Lib. staff to spend as much as $1.50
for a Christmas tree such as Main + other branch libraries have. Wrote for information on
correspondence course in indexing periodicals – Columbia Univ. Put more location marks
on Bar Lib. author list. Mr. Witham asked about whether Mr. Baker had been up about Mr.
Steinmetz books – He hadn’t and didn’t. No mail brought up this P.M. Did not notice the
new phone book + asked Mr. W. to get us one. He phoned + said one would be sent by mail.
Saw Dean McD. in hall and asked if we couldn’t dispose of Prof. Bender’s Workman
compensation pams – He said yes. Sent some to Main Libr (mostly U.S. Docs) and put rest in
waste paper. Mr. W. made a note to bring up question of disposing of General digest, Amer.
+ Engl (annual) which Dean said some days ago was not worth keeping.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Mr. Reichling 7.50 - 9.15.
Friday, Dec. 13. 1929
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Following notice was written and posted, as agreed at Conference yesterday “Students
staying in the city during the holidays may reserve Library books for their own use.
Reservations at the desk may be made at the following hours:
First year: Monday 9 - 9:55 A.M.
Second year: Monday 10 - 10:55 “
Third year: Tuesday 11 - 11:55 “
No books can be taken out of city.”
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Forgot to note yesterday that Mr. Witham says there will be no lessons Wed. Jan. 1. When
came in at 11 AM Thur. noted morning mail still at hall door. Afternoon mail still there
when I left at 5:30. Mr. Baker did not come to the Library at all Thurs - 11 AM - 1:30 PM.
Miss Heiskell took 75¢ fine money + 25¢ waste paper money to pay for Christmas tree as
authorized by Miss Baker Thursday. About finished locations marks on Bar Libr. list. Still a
few vols not accounted for which I hope to find later. No sight of Mr. Baker or mail.
Tabletop might have been dusted better.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Still no mail has been brought up.
Saturday, Dec. 14. 1929
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Helped C. F. with tree supplying muscle for her brains!
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mail from yesterday not delivered in Library until this A.M. Fixed tree for students
Christmas greeting. Mr. Witham again stressed recording every time mail was not delivered
at time it should in Library. Found all shelf books in place when going over shelves except
vol. of Roman Law in section 5 and Holmes on “The Common Law” – Display Case.
Monday, Dec. 16. 1929
8 - 1 [H. H. Turner]
Very busy morning mostly working on odds and ends. Mr. Witham came up and talked over
change in holiday schedule. Said he would tell Janitor that he must have library heated on
those days. Said Miss Ogden had forgotten to speak to him about broken window and it
must be attended to at once as it would make library cold when weather changed. Tree
much admired. Seniors object to waiting until Tues. for reserves as some wanted by them
are also in demand by other classes. Room seemed clean and I think floor had been mopped
and furniture dusted. Everyone very good but holiday spirit makes them restless. Second
year Hour rather hectic but finally adjusted peacefully. Students suggested that Reminder
of fines (incurred by keeping books over period reserved) be posted on Bulletin board. E.
L. O. came with elec. bulbs which turned out to be burned out. She moved tree to west
window on acct of switch. Mr. Baker assisted! Man came to measure broken window at
same time, also second year reserves!!
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Lights on tree quite an addition. C. F. H. saw Mr. Powers and thanked him in name of
Library Staff (Law) for his kindness in holiday vacation question - also gave addresses and
telephone nos. so if it were necessary to call he would have no trouble. Two U.T. students
(new ones) for “Antelope Case.” A roomful of students also Dean McDermott use Library
quite a while – admired the Christmas tree and was pleased we had taken the thought and
trouble to fix it. Students most quiet and industrious.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large attendance. Seems the Dean has asked for a “summary” that first year men did not
expect until after the holidays – hence much work is being done to get it up.
Tuesday December 17, 1929
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker paid us a visit seemed pleased with our surroundings had no suggestion to
make.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips for Proc. Bar Ass’n of Tenn. Men came to put in window, and drove Mr.
Vesser into Conference Room from 12.35 – .
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Morning’s mail still on window sill when I came in at 1. Men put in new window pane – E. L.
O. got them to cut off a piece of the old one to keep over new telephone list. Cards – finished
all so far rec’d. Am sure more new books + cards will come tomorrow, as basket was
emptied in Lib. yesterday between 1 + 5:30. Mr. Witham called up to say students are
talking among themselves that certain ones are getting all the books. ELO answered the
staff will do its best to adjust matters book by book + person by person so that distribution
will be fair as possible. He brought his cop. of Goodrich Conflict, Goddard Bailment + Auson
(Turch’s) Contracts to help out if needed. These are on low shelves near desk with
Ballantine.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Dec. 18th ‘29
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Holiday seems to’ve begun already in Library as no students were in at opening hour.
Holmes’ “Common Law” as brought sometime yesterday and returned to Display Case
upside down, showing whoever did or had it was in a hurry to get it in place – before seen.
C. F. H. did not notice that Roman Law had been transferred – hence her mistake. So glad
the holidays find us with a clean sheet in shelf reading. It was a mad rush to get books and
students straightened out – many coming in to know if such and such a book hadn’t been
signed for if they could get it – Think got all satisfied.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips for Proc. Tenn. Bar Ass’n.
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1 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Floor doesn’t look as if it had been swept at all this A.M. Mr. Baker sweeping steps at 1:20
P.M. – sounds hurried. Guess he hadn’t done that either. Truck man came. Miss Baker
phoned. Said Main Lib. would be open 9 - 12 each day the rest of this week and she thought
it reasonable Law Lib. should keep the same hours. Phoned Mr. Powers’ Office and Mr. J.
Hudson to that effect and posted notice. Also gave Mr. H. the phone nos of members of Law
Lib staff so we could be called if needed. Miss B. said she had left word for Miss Heiskell to
call and would tell her about the new arrangement – and if E. L. O. doesn’t get word from
her before closing, E. L. O. is to ask HHT to come tomorrow and arrange with Miss H. which
will come Friday and which Saturday. Later C. F. H. phoned she will come tomorrow. 5
students stayed. Most all afternoon – N.B. Morrell and Judge Hicks. Should have said above
that Miss Baker says we may be more liberal in lending things we usually don’t for use
through holidays. We are more liberal anyway then Main + other branch libraries.
Dusted here and there – Periodicals - RR-5 – Digest ledge etc. Miss Heiskell says Miss
Baker wants notes taken of who how many uses library in holidays.
Thursday, Dec. 19, 1929
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Unless Library is warmer one cannot stay here only a little above 60̊ and Mr. Baker had
seemingly just made fire. Found lights on Christmas tree burning also truck with
Stack-room books on it. Only 2 students this time that objected to Library closing.
Friday, Dec. 20, 1929
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Both Kennerlys, Beasley, promptly at 9. Also David Pope of last year and messenger from
Judge Hicks. Might be warmer but not uncomfortable to start. Mr. Morgan to get a book he
forgot Wednesday. Put some signs on shelves of Bar Lib. 2, filed book advts and other odds
+ ends. Opened new calendar like one near vertical file case. Put it under linoleum on cat. to
press. Let’s keep the old one, or rather lets cut out Blackstone for our “art collection.” He
looks so stately and judicial. Thermom. at 68 at closing. N.B. Morrell nearly all morning.
Outside temperature very cold.
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Saturday, Dec. 21, 1929
8.40 - 12 H. H. Turner
Opened early at request of a lawyer who was going on a bus to Lenoir City to try a case.
DIDN’T COME! Temp. 69̊. Everything very satisfactory. Agree with E. L. O. about dear old
Blackstone. Later a messenger from Gen. Fowler to hunt up a case in Am. + Eng. Corp. cases.
Didn’t have vol. no. so did some hunting before it turned up. Call from Mr. Ladd to return
books only. Messrs. R. + W. Kennerly also Mr. Crosby nearly all the time. Mr. Scale
telephoned to ask if he could keep his books until next week. As no one asks for them said
he could. Read some interesting Law rev. articles in current nos. Mr. Witham dropped in.
[E. L. Ogden]
Outside temperature about 30 at highest point today.
Monday Dec. 23, 1929
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Ten minutes late. Deep snow but not very cold, looks like more snow coming. RR has been
mopped! Tables show a few spots missed by duster but not as many as usual. Thermometer
66 on opening. Steps had been cleared of snow but not the sidewalk outside. Had to wade
through deep snow to get to side entrance. Looked about the same way in front but did not
inspect closely. Floor in Bar library rooms appear to have been swept but not very
thoroughly. Paint scaling off in N.E. corner still lies on floor – or maybe more had fallen.
Users: Both Kennerlys + E. Hurd to exchange books. Mr. Douglas phoned to know if he
could keep the McKelvey he has (passed to him by Mr. Johnson). He had reserved this for 3d
period so said yes, as no reserves in for 2d period; Mr. Eugene Miller to exchange books;
Phone from unknown person (sounded like Mr. Bass) to know when Lib. closes today;
Judge Hicks porter with a lot of books – Smelled strong of alcohol but behaved normally;
Dusted desk inside + everything in it. Told Miss Corkland would do to phone Dec. 28 about
returning books if she does it early enough to get the books here by closing time in case
they are wanted.
Saturday Dec. 28, ‘29
10 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Two persons using Library Mr. Pope and Robt Kennerly. Some in to exchange and return
books. Library very comfortable.
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Thursday, January 2, 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Library nice and warm also cleaned up well. A most hectic morning with accumulated mail,
returned books, answering many questions +c. Everyone bright and happy too. Think all of
us glad to be back on our jobs.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Vesser in Conf. room 12.45 – .
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A small crowd of students. Possibly all are not yet back.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Only half a dozen in library.
Friday, Jan. 3, 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on K.B.L. bills and business. Dean McDermott to use Library.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Shelved new books waiting on Display case; corrected inventory lists to correspond and
copied some sheets of same – will copy others (especially RR-5) when more books are
rec’d. Mr. Witham asked if we had any calendar to spare (no). Put up Bancroft-Whitney
calendar. Saved Blackstone picture from old one. Mr. Witham left several letters relating to
Tenn. Law Review account for advt. Letters are in bottom compartment of “work
organizer” with note attached as to why he left them. Can be found there if wanted. Posted
Jan. Scribners. Crowd very quiet + studious. Mr. Elmore in conf. room 4:30 - 5:30. Put
“new book” signs in vertical case with supplies. Mr. Witham with friends to see the Library
after 5:30 just as I had my hands full of Christmas tree! Did not finish with tree! See also
entry for Jan. 6.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Found several books left on tables. C. F. H did nothing to Christmas tree - thought it better
to wait until two could work with it and H. H. T. hand’s not in condition to do so.
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Saturday, Jan. 4. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Many books taken out for weekend.
Monday Jan. 6. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A very quiet studious group in Library. Truck man came just at closing time.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd of students in Library.
Tuesday January 7, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library only a little above 60̊.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Did not note last Friday that Mr. McMurray (architect) came in at Miss Baker’s request to
see if stack lighting wasn’t satisfactory. She had thought it was - E. L. O. thought so too. He
said lights on tables were planned for new reading room. Sent to Miss Baker Standard Legal
Directory inquiry for data for 1930 Directory with memo of vol nos. in Bar Lib. and no.
reported for both Libraries 1927-29. Began mending + relabeling Ala. Made out book
statistics statement for Dec. Compared copied to inventory lists. Think the Phi Delta Phi
notices ought to be left in Students room for display and not in Lib.
7 -9.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Scale in conf. room “on acct of light” 7.30 - 9.30.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Forgot to register(?) in afternoon.
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Wednesday Jan. 8th 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held class in Library. By dint of hard scrubbing and scrapping [sic] with
knife have about gotten the accumulation of years off sink and faucets in dressing room.
Even Janitor spoke of improvement in sink and am ready to turn cleaning over to next in
line. In yesterday’s cleaning C. F. H. spilt some of the cleaning powder on floor has asked
Janitor to mop it up.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Forwarded to Miss Baker Mr. Witham’s note dated Jan. 3 recommending discarding of
General digest, Amer. + English (See entry of Dec. 12). Phi Delta Phi notices moved to
Display case. Mr. K. said he would like to have them stay 2 or 3 weeks. Said paid $5.00 for it
so did not want to trust it to Students’ Room. Labels. Will have to move it if more new
books come. Mended + labeled Ala. Mr. Witham has a cop of Hankin U.S. Supreme Ct review
1928-9 which he will give Library soon. Says it is interesting. Told Mr. W. that Mr. Baker
has never come up to put away Mr. Steinmetz books in Conference room and has not
attended to ceiling light in RR reported to him yesterday on my way out at 5:30. May be
waiting to get the globes however. Johnson in Conf. room 2 - 3, Elmore + others 3:15 – .
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday Jan. 9. 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference – Discussed rules for reserved books during exams. Posted notice - “From time
of posting examination schedule until examinations are over: No one person may reserve
more than one work on a single subject for the same period of loan. No one person shall
may reserve the same work for two successive periods of loan.” Decided as to McPherson’s
loan fines no notice need be given Main Library and he be encouraged to pay in
installments. Mr. Witham says a copy of exam schedule will be sent to Library to post
tomorrow. His stenog. had not finished them yesterday. He says U.S. Daily is now being
subscribed for by Y.M.C.A. for Law students + is being put in students room. Asks if we can’t
beg a rod for it from Main. Lib. newspaper rack and keep it in the Library. ELO says yes -
and keep the file too as it is often indexed at short intervals. Mr. Witham will ask of Y.M.C.A.
Sec’y is there is any objection to Library taking it over. He asked about new books too –
how fast they are coming in and I suggested he inquire if they couldn’t come faster.
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1:30 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on book repairing.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Mr. Scale 7.15 - 9.
Friday, Jan. 10. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Spoke to Miss Donaldson about fine + she said she hadn’t understood there would be any
and would get book later as she had forgotten to bring it!
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. Lucy Ogden
Miss Donaldson to ask about fine. Said she was willing to pay but had never borrowed
except from display case and did not realise this was different. E. LO counted up about
$1.40 as fine due but thought she may have been remiss in not explaining the terms so
compromised on 25¢. Miss D says she owes 5¢ on something else previously borrowed but
it was not recorded so added it in pencil. She seems honest. Mended +c. S. Chambers to
study for the bar exam. Cheerful as usual! More students than usual – Mr. Witham
brought exam schedule for posting.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Think Miss D. got off light as to fine. Others could have same excuse. It’s not Librarians fault
they do not read notices plainly posted and a few lessons might be a good thing in future
cases.
Saturday Jan. 11. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Agree with C. F. H. in regard to Miss D’s fine + fear it will complicate future situation. She
admitted knowing rules of Main libr in a general way. If similar cases arise will refer to E. L.
O. to settle. “Ignorance of rules is no excuse for violating them.” See quotation in Main
library. Also students handbook p.72. Think question should be thoroughly discussed at
next conference as it puts other members of staff in awkward position regard to collecting
fines + accepting excuses. This is only my personal opinion however, but I think I ought
to record it. If rules are flexible one person must do the adjusting. Read shelves. Books in
sec. 5 many out of place but everything there.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Monday, Jan. 13. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Chattanooga lawyer came in to consult Public Acts 1919 + Enc. Digest.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Seal in Conf.-room 2 P.M.
Note by ELO - Going home C. F. H. tripped on brass rod on stairs and fell several steps
hurting knee.
7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]
C. F. H. came not realizing extent of injury. Students helped her home. Doctor subsequently
found knee ligaments strained. Sorry she did not call me up to substitute for her that night.
Tuesday, Jan. 14. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Owing to C. F. H. falling down part of stairs yesterday p.m. H. H. T. took charge from 8 - 1,
instead of during usual period. C. F. H. sent message that the doctor had not yet seen her
foot and she would send word later, after his visit. Mr. Witham telephoned her not to come
back today, anyway, as we could get on all right. Miss Baker phoned for H. H. T. to take
night duty and be excused from Main libr. when two come on same day – also to open
tomorrow – Wednesday. Conf. room used 12.30 – by Mr. Snepp.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck man came. Mended. Phone out of order – used Mr. Witham’s. Mr. W. reported it to
phone people. Miss Baker phoned about lending Thompson’s Shannon to Mr. Allred at
Farm for one month. Mr. Seymour of that office called + got it. Miss Heiskell reported to
have been told she must stay in several days. Arranged with HHT to come tonight – (that is
ELO will), + HHT come at 8 tomorrow – ELO all day Thurs. Phoned Miss Williams for new
ink pad – also for rod for newspaper to use for U.S. Daily. Miss Williams said had none
unless Miss Franklin had one to spare. Mr. Witham said Mr. Davis of the Y.M.C.A. said it
would be a good plan to all right to bring it to the Library after it had stayed a day in the
students room. Mr. Witham’s idea is to have one rod in the students’ room which Mr. Baker
would fix the paper when he brings it up with the morning’s mail and another rod in the
Library to keep it on the second day. E. L. O. discouraged the idea of relying on the janitor
for any service in this connection. It is quite clear that whatever is done about it will have
to be done by the Library staff. It is very doubtful if we get a rod any way. Suggest that for
the present the staff member who comes at one stop by the students’ room + bring up the
issue rec’d the previous day. No good place in Library to keep it. RR-1, bottom shelf may do
until something better is thought of.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden (substituting for C. F. H.)
Mended. Hankin US Supreme court 1928-29 1 v. and Sacco-Vanzetti case 6 v. left in Library
till Mr. Witham hears from publisher if a gift.
Wednesday, Jan. 15. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Opened in C. F. H’s absence. Telephone man came and put everything in order. Mr.
Steinmetz brought up his class to examine Tenn. material for the last ten minutes. Judge
Thornburgh came up, and discussed an interesting case.
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1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Had a phone call from Miss Williams this A.M. asking for fine money to pay for Reed -
Conduct of a law suit to replace copy lost before 1921. In this connection ELO offered to
send up titles of other books not found in Oct 1921 previously reported at that time to Main
Lib. but apparently Main Library records not adjusted thereby. Counting money find fines
collected to date add to $3.65. Find in box only $2.44 and a receipt for $1.00 which was
spent for Christmas tree. of Ink money stated on Dec. 12 as $1.10 find only $1.05.
(NOTE IN MARGIN) NB - evidently 5¢ had strayed from ink to fine box - put it back.
Waste paper money $0.75. Oct 24 (or later) turned in to Main Lib - Receipt for this book
$1.00, making a total, receipts + cash account now stands –
On hand at begin. of school year .70
Collected to Jan. 15 1930 3.65
Total 4.35
Sent Main Lib. Receipt for this book (Oct. 24?) 1.00
On hand cash 2.44
“ ” receipt Xmas tree 1.00 4.44
On hand from fines 2.44
Owe ink fund .05
Balance - 2.39 of which 4¢ is excess unaccounted
for.
Have also 75¢ waste paper money. Later Mr. McPherson paid $1.20. So – am sending Miss
Williams - $3.25, Fine money, 75¢ waste paper money and receipt for Christmas tree. Mr.
Witham will call up Mr. Kirkman to see that stair strips are made O.K. Also looked over
cards noting books reported lost when Law Lib was inventoried Oct. 1921 and sent Miss W.
to see that Library records have been changed accordingly. Pams. and other odds + ends
attended to. “Housekeeping” hasn’t had a show, thus far – no chance to get at it.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Thursday, Jan. 16, 1930
8 am to 5:30 pm E. L. Ogden
72̊ at 8 AM. Floor not swept. Brought lunch. Mended. Put new notice on Bulletin board + on 
Mr. Witham’s board about notifying staff about books with torn pages and bindings. Staff
will please examine all books they shelve for loose or shaky backs and cracked hinges + put
note in desk tray behind card labeled mend. Watch especially RR-5 and Alcove treatises as
these will last the year if taken in time and have to be handled to find out if they need it.
Went down at noon to get U.S. Daily but copy for Jan 14 wasn’t there – only Jan. 15, rec’d
today. Helped student of commercial law find a case Keyes (N.Y.) 1867. Finally found in Bar
Lib – Amer cases on bills + notes. Dusted a little + straightened shelves a little.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan. 17, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor evidently unswept since last night! Temp. comfortable. Mr. Witham is referring
second year students to “U.S. Supreme Court 1928-29" and it is constantly in use.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended. Phoned Miss Williams (that is phoned Main Lib + Miss W. answered) about Mr.
Chambers wanting to take out books. She said she did not know whether the subject had
ever come up. Said that occasionally people not connected with Univ. would pay a
3-months or other limited fee – and be allowed to borrow. Said if we lent it would be on our
own responsibility as there is no precedent. Miss Baker comes back Monday – when we can
ask her. Stair rods have been nailed down. Mr. Witham asked Miss Williams to get two
newspaper file rods for the U.S. Daily. Told Mr. Chambers we’d lend no more to him till Miss
Baker is consulted. She is to come Monday.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Saturday, Jan. 18, 1930
8 - 12:30 H. H. Turner
Floor carelessly swept if at all. Conf. room used by Messrs Elmore + Beasley 8.30 - 9 a.m. All
classes excused to hear Dean’s closing speech at trial. (Mistake – only seniors). Others went
anyway. Miss Hanson (Main libr) phoned that there would be a staff meeting with Miss
Davis next Saturday (25th) at 7.30 p.m.
Monday Jan 20. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Found floor well mopped – but temp 62̊. On entering building found steps almost
impassible. Spoke to Mr. B. about Univ. being liable for accidents especially stressing Miss
Heiskell’s possible arrival later. (Quoting from Cooley on Torts only book treatise H. H. T.
has read thro’!) + urging ashes. Finding libr. cold called up Mr. Witham at his home + he
said he would speak of both as he came down later. Did so! Results good.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended. Put up sign to ask students to use Univ. set of 1 - 138 Mass. No effect so far! If
mopped, rather sketchily done but smeary here + there. Bad day for tracking so floor
couldn’t look clean long anyway.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended.
Tuesday, Jan. 21. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor untouched since yesterday, obviously. Temp. good. Conf. room used by Mr. Douglass
9.30 - 10. Miss Baker called up to discuss lib. hours – said she didn’t see how ELO + H. H. T.
could carry on without help. I said “this week we could manage anyway.” She said Miss
Northrup owed some time + could come at night if needed – but she (Miss B.) would call at
Miss Heiskell’s this p.m. and could tell better after that. Miss H. had previously sent word
that the doctor wouldn’t let her go out for some days. If Miss N. comes she had better be
told not to put up books as she wouldn’t know where they went. Hope she won’t be sent on
some accounts.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck man came. Mr. Chambers reminded me of his request to be allowed to borrow. Called
up Miss Baker but she wasn’t there. Miss Williams said she would leave a note on Miss B’s
desk about. Did not know if she would be in again this P.M. Rec’d from Main a new ink pad
+ some receipt forms to use when making Library purchases with fine money. Agree with
HHT that we can manage this week – without help from Main + prefer to. Put some labels
on Bar Lib. stacks to agree with results of last shifting. Later - Miss Baker phoned that Main
Lib does not lend to ex-students. Told Mr. Chambers what she said. Same rule to apply to
branches. Mr. Douglass in Conf. room 5 –. (For private correspondence, apparently).
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 22. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor just as it was at 9.30 – scrap[e]s + marks. Room warm. Mr. Reichling in Conf. room
9.30 - 11.30. Mr. Douglass in Conf. room 11 – . Mr. Blackard brought his own copy of
Gardner on Wills for use of students in library – not to be taken away – was put on second
shelf of truck.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Spoke to Mr. Baker at 5:30 Monday on the way home 5:30 about light being out of order in
R.R. Still unattended to at 1:15 today. Asked Mr. Baker again. He said he’d been just too
busy to get at it. I said when I told him on Mon. at 5:30 about lights, we wanted one put in
by 7 for night use. He came in a few minutes later to say if anything like that is needed in a
hurry better call Mr. Kirkman. I pointed out Mon. to Wed wasn’t “hurry” for lights. He said
anyway its not my business to put in lights. Mr. K. ought to send an electrician to do it. !!! I
said very well – I’ll call Mr. Kirkman. Did – Mr. K said he thought the janitor hadn’t any
globes – would send. He did – two lights replaced. Brought glue + shellac for mending.
Mended. Students restless. Had to be stern + dictatorial. Mr. Blackard’s cop Bogert on
Trusts left for students use in RR.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Thursday Jan. 23. 1930
8 AM to 5:30 PM [E. L. Ogden]
Floor hadn’t been swept. Temp. 68 at 8 AM + comfortable all day although a cold day. Mr.
Crosby + McPherson in conference room 1 - 1:45. Mended. Saw Mr. Tison set down 3:30
instead of 3:40 for registering “in.” Thought I had seen him add on some time once before.
Looked deliberate both times. Reflected + then told Mr. Witham. He said he would be
glad if we would watch him. Did not promise to watch his register but the staff surely will
have to watch him about the books if he is that kind! Miss Baker phoned – said she hadn’t
had a chance to see Miss Heiskell yet, hoped to today. E. L. O. said arrangements for this
week are not a hardship to her (me) + hoped not to HHT so Miss B. said O.K. Shifted to put
Crawford in alphabetical order. Mr. Witham says its so good we can junk (or retire) all
older digests when it is finished.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Quite right about arrangements for libr. hours. Conf. room used by Mr. Elmore 7.10 - 9.30.
Chilly towards closing time.
Friday Jan. 24. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor very far from clean. Temp. 68̊. Truck man came with books.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Also streaks of dust on tables. Temp. stood at about 68̊ all day. Failed to find U.S. Daily rec’d
for several days past. Mr. Witham will inquire what becomes of it. Very restless students.
Did very little but watch tables and skim new number of Amer. Law School Rev. – a heated
discussion of Legal ed. + bar admission. Vesser, Reischling et al. in conference room 1:40 -
5:30.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Students restlessness is chronic in spots. Mr. Baker (janitor) taken with acute indigestion –
at first said to be dying but recovered enough to be taken out to daughter. Family notified
Mr. Kirkman who said he would send someone to make fire but they asked H. H. T. to put
out all lights + lock all doors. Called up Mr. Witham who said he would come down at 9.30 +
do so as dark passages don’t appeal. Later they asked students to go down + help get Mr.
Baker ready as he seemed helpless.
Saturday, Jan. 25. 1930
8 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Witham came down at 9.30 p.m. and closed building. Mr. Baker died this a.m. Mr.
Kirkman sent man to make fires. Busy a.m. with one thing and another. Couldn’t read
shelves as time was taken up but will try Monday. Many reserves. Everyone very good +
subdued. Conf. room used by Mr. Reichling 9.30 - 11. New janitor (Mr. Jarnigan?) came to
report. Said man would come to clean libr. this p.m. Mr. Kirkman came to say funeral would
be at Friends’ Church tomorrow 2.30 – . Read Am. Law School rev. vol. VI - no. 10. Various
carpenters, janitors +c coming + going. Mr. Witham brought up U.S. Daily. Helped several
students in various ways.
Monday, Jan. 27, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor beautifully clean but not very warm. 66̊.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Few in Library and quiet. Mr. Elmore in Conf. room 2:15 – . Read shelves – RR-2 - 5
(through Wills). Rec’d from pub. “Uniform Crime Reporting, 1929, by Committee on
uniform police crime records, Internat’l Ass’n of Chiefs of Police.” Ack’d and sent to Main
Lib. for cataloging. Mended. Used up nearly all of Bar Lib. brown cloth other than what C.
F. H. has in her box.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
So glad to be back at my post of duty and thank my two associates for their kindness and
attention. So sad about Mr. Baker – poor old man guess he hadn’t been well for a long while
as he slighted his work so lately. Students seem glad to see C. F. H. as she is to see them.
Tuesday, Jan. 28. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Hours changed slightly for next few days. New janitor too lavish with heat as it was nearly
80̊.  Conf. room used by Messrs W. Kennerly + Hurd – 8.30 – . 
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Roomful of students all quiet and studious. Good to be back on duty.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker phoned to ask no. state reports represented by reporters. Calculated on basis of
average of 3.9 vol. state to 1 vol reporters, the average obtained in previous calculations.
Filed result (as reported to Miss Baker) in “Procedure file” under Statistics – total 1869 vols
representing 5437 vols state. Truck man came. Mended a little. Miss Baker phoned the
above did not make count come out as much as last year. Miss Williams sent 3 pckg. of
envelopes. Haas, Hurd + others in Conf. Room all afternoon.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Messrs Farrar + Meyer 7.15 - 9.
Wednesday, Jan. 29. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Mr. Elmore 9. 25 – .
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
All pens from R.R. desk and K.B.L. desk and table have disappeared? Seniors all morning in
Library.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Douglass et al. Conference room 1:30 – . Mended. Two men (not U.T.) to study for Bar
Exam. – “by Mr. Witham’s permission”.
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7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Snowing. Came in place of C. F. H. 2 students. Worked on cat. cds.
Thursday, Jan. 30, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Steps beautifully clean + room very warm. Numerous inquiries in regard to Bar exam.
which was held in Court House.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Certainly appreciated E. L. O’s taking my place in Library duty last evening. Only a few
students in Library this P.M. A man taking a course in Political Science to use Library –
wanted the different Tennessee “[Na?]ils”. C. F. H. showed him how to find some – also a
town lawyer to use Reporter system. Bar Exams are being held at Court House most of 3rd
year men are taking them I understand. Put 25 cts in “fine money box” to replace the 25
taken out for flowers for Mr. Baker.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Harton used Conf. room 7 - 9.
Friday, Jan. 31. 1930
8 - 9 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Very few students in Library this A.M. – only one Law College Exams being held but Bar
Exams are still on I am told. Mr. Eddy came to reserve a book for the weekend and C. F. H.
explained to him as he still owed 20 cts on a book fine and the rule was no books could be
taken out until fine is payed [sic] – he said he paid the 20 cts to E. L. O. the other afternoon –
if so she failed to record it.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Concerning Mr. Eddy’s fine – He did pay. When I found his 5¢ + a note from H. H. T. there
was no entry under fines to show he owed anything. Nothing since the Jan. 21 entry
marked “paid.” So instead of making entry, left note for H. H. T. Assuming she would know
about the entry + see to it. Should have mentioned the record in my note. Once before a
student came + paid a fine which had not been charged in book. Miss Baker came – brought
previous correspondence about no of vols reported to Standard legal directory. Said she
thought she would write saying former error in report but to let present figures stand until
the library catches up, also said the Sacco-Vanzetti vols. (6 of them) were probably a gift as
Main Lib. had been given a set. Put these in box to go to Main. Libr. to be cat’d + returned.
Also Hankin Supreme Ct. Mr. Witham says if wanted before it comes back tell refer students
to him as he has a cop. Miss Baker also said probabilities are Mr. McClure now cleaning in
Main Lib will be assigned as janitor. Says he does well but she doesn’t know how good he
will be to plan work without Mr. Wells to direct. She suggests he be let alone to see how he
gets on at first, and then in making suggestions, he be asked to do some one specific thing
over a certain week end. Said probably some definite hours during day he must be free not
to be called on to make up for his having to start early + finish late. Concerning Gen’l digest,
Amer. + English recommended by faculty for discard, she did not want to get rid of it
entirely – had no place for it just now. Will let us know later. Finished cards + book
statistics rept for Jan. Mr. Douglass et al. in conference room 1:30 - 5:00. Janitors in to mop
at 5:30.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only 2 students.
Saturday, Feb. 1. 1930
8 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Took entire time so C. F. H. wouldn’t have to come this a.m. Don’t see how E. L. O. failed to
see Mr. Eddy’s fine record for Jan. 27, as it is surely visible!
[note in margin:] It wasn’t there till after the note was left – ELO —
Don’t know of any sins of omission in this respect tho’ can’t swear on subject. Miss Fay
Morgan wants find what and by whom was the first mortgage in Tennessee. So far haven’t
been able to enlighten her. Mr. Witham took up matter. Library absolutely 100̊ in regard to
warmth and cleanliness! Conf. room used by Messrs Farrar + Meyer 9.30 - 11. Later quite a
crowd of freshmen piled in and were too noisy so were invited to go elsewhere and discuss.
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Monday, Feb. 3. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same janitor (Mr. Jarnigan) busy cleaning. Every thing satisfactory. Mr. Douglass in conf.
room 8.30 - 11. Truck man but didn’t want to take Dean Massey’s communications.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only a few students. Mr Boswell from Oakdale Tenn used Library all afternoon.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Ely last years graduate using Library this evening. Also a U.T. student. Mr. McClure, new
janitor, in to ask about some of the cleaning seems to want to please us – said he was going
to try his best and for us just to tell him.
Tuesday, February 4, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Boswell (Oakdale!) using Library again this A.M.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Repaired books.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Odds + ends. Changed some cards + book nos according to notes given by Miss Bergen
yesterday, put date in white ink on some of new books, mended a few U. of T. books.
Students few + quiet. Truck man came.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Blackard used Conf. room all eve. as his office was cold. Only 2 students in library.
Wednesday, Feb. 5, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Very few students. Library not very warm 66̊ only. Mr. Blackard in Conference room 10
A.M.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Took one of the hours due, coming an hour late. Mr. Douglass in Conf. room 12.15 - 2.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Students few – mostly seniors – restless. Mr. Blackard in conf. room 2:30-4:30. Mended –
concluded by spilling most of the shellac – quite a mess – disgusted! Will take some time
tomorrow PM after Miss Heiskell comes. Suggest she come ½ hr. later than scheduled to
make up for staying the ½ hr later. Mr. Bernstein wanted to take Warren Making of
constitution. Told him to wait till end of week anyway as it only came in yesterday. Told
Messrs. Warren + Blackard about receipt of Index to legal periodicals.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Having spilled some shellac last year can sympathize with E. L. O. in the mess it makes.
Found lights in stack-room on. 4 Seniors in Library.
Thursday, Feb. 6. 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. R. Kennerly in Conf. room 8.15 - 9, Elmore 8.35 - 9. Room clean – warm (70̊). Douglass -
Johnson – 9 - 11.30. Janitor removed old bundles of Advance Sheets. Said he was taking
them upstairs.
11 - 1:00 [E. L. Ogden]
Douglass + Vesser in conference room 12 – . Conference chiefly on janitor service. Also it
was remarked on use of library + borrowing of books both being less this year than last.
This curious fact has been noticed before – different successive classes do not use the same
books in the same way. One can’t predict what will be wanted one year by referring to what
was wanted the year before.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Came ½ hr earlier so E. L. O. could have as long an afternoon on her time off duty. Only
three or four students in Library.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs. Ladd + Woodlee – 7.15 - 8.40. Only 6 used library.
Friday, Feb. 7. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
A small number using the Library. Miss Turner, Messrs Elmore, Kennerly and Morgan in
Conf. room 9:30 – . Miss Baker phoned to C. F. H. for book summary for July and August
1929.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended. very few in library. dusted periodical shelves. Mr. Blackard in Conference room
nearly all afternoon. Truck came. Miss Baker phoned to ask if we had vols. to bind we could
send now. Answered it was desirable not to send till close of school year especially as we
have just received the periodical index + I knew of more needing rebinding that could be
spared now. A Univ. student asking for something on “railroads and trucks.” Got out various
books. He said he got what he wanted from Fuller’s Interstate commerce. Mention it in case
he comes back – but do not think he will.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
No students using Library at 9 P.M. As there were no students Mr. Witham told C. F. H. to
close Library.
Saturday, Feb. 8. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Everyone taking “a day off” as Mr. Witham expressed it – hence no one using Library. Mr.
W. said to close up but C. F. H. stayed on. Exam grades causing great excitement. Some are
surprising (?).
Monday Feb. 10. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only 3 students.
Tuesday February 11, 1930
8 - 12 [C. F. Heiskell]
No students in the opening hour.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Mr. Vesser 12 - 12.20.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
More students using Library than anytime since Exams. 3 visitors also. Marked some more
Ark. Repts.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Ther. 81̊ frightened students away at first – but about 12 came later and did a lot of 
studying.
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
More students at opening hour in Library than since before exams. Truck man came just as
C. F. H. was leaving.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Marked boo new books with dates – attended to pamphlets +c. Put one cop. of Amer. Bar
Ass’n Standards in binder with other Bar admission material (RR-5) and several cops on
Legal Education pam box (also RR-5). Mr. Witham said keep 4 or 5. He is trying to get “1000
or so” to send out with announcements. Made cat. cards for this pam. also. Wrote Miss
Williams about the various pam. supplements to U.S. Code Annotated and asked her to send
ink. Miss Baker very anxious to have RR. floor scrubbed. Understood Mr. McClure to say
would take two days. Miss B. thinks all right to do part while Lib is open. I thought students
would not come in if scrubbing going on. Mr. Witham thinks it would be all right to do as
Miss Baker suggests. May see Mr. McC. on way out and find out what Mr. McClure has been
told about it. Gave Mr. Witham his paper about Citation volumes due on Tenn. Law Rev.
account but not yet rec’d. Wilma Turner, E. Miller + others in conference room for moot
court work.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday February 13, 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Began reading: Short history of English law, Jenks. Very interesting.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Beasley and Elmore in Conf. room 1:30 - 2 P.M. Large attendance in Library this
afternoon.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Feb. 14. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Talked with janitor on way out in regard to scrubbing RR as Miss Baker had asked me to do.
She is anxious to have it done soon even if necessary to do some while room is in use.
Janitor says he would like to wait till warmer weather when furnace isn’t operating so he
can stay on the job + not have to go down to fire up every little while (seems reasonable).
Says Miss B. said nothing to him except about the kind of soap. He wants same as used in
Main Lib (which there is none of here) and would like also to be able to borrow a small
scrubbing machine he had seen at the Farm in Extension offices. About other Lib. floors say
they were streaky after their first Sat. mopping + it will take several more moppings to get
them in order. Told him before RR floor was scrubbed thought baseboard ledge should be
cleaned. Said he would brush it off. I think it will be well to follow Miss B’s suggestion to let
him go his own way for a week or so longer to find how he works out. Did ask him to fasten
felt on chair. Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Feb. 15. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Read shelves.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
So far as students using Library this A.M. not much doing.
Monday, Feb. 17, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Everything very clean and comfortable. Rec’d notice that library be closed tomorrow from
11 - 12 for Mem. exercises for Sen. Jepson. Profs Carson + Darnell in Jefferson Hall with
instructions to post same. Called up several borrowers of K.B.L. vols. who had taken them
out during absence of C. F. H. as I felt somewhat responsible for return. Read several
articles suitable for display, current periodicals.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd of students but quiet and studious. Made nos. for volumes.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Not many in this evening. 4 students, one visitor and one Instructor.
Tuesday Feb. 18, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
No students in at opening hour. Library warm and comfortable. As all work at U.T. and Law
College will suspend from 11 - 12N. C. F. H. will go off duty at 11 A.M. and come back at 1
P.M. so as to give E. L. O. all the afternoon off as owing to her for extra hours in Library.
Truckman came.
12 - 1 H. H. Turner
Finished taking back time (10 - 11) and as Univ. closed from 11 - 12, went on duty at 12.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A roomful, every table in use – very quiet.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
About a dozen used library.
Wednesday Feb. 19, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Chas. Morgan in Conf.-room 10 A.M. - 10:30. Moot Court hence much discussion among
3rd year men.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Moot court postponed. Read law magazines - current nos. Altered for second term cops. of
schedule and substituted these for old ones.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Room full as it ever is in P.M. Rec’d by mail a cop of Sharps Legal directory with letter – on
approval. Sent it down to Mr. Witham. Shelved some of the new books received last week.
Put pam. cover on U. of T. Record Extension ser – no entitled Tenn, Econ. + social. Put in on
shelves RR-3 just before resources of Tenn. + made cat cds for it. Found 2 rods ordered for
U.S. Daily by Mr. Witham. Put one with supplies in Lib Office. Hardly think it necessary to
display it again in Library. Phone call from Fay Morgan asking answers to two law
questions tomorrow. Left them in note under Mr. W’s door.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Feb. 20, 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 conference. Discussed individual students’ behavior and what (if anything) Lib. staff
could do in respect to false entries in register. It is of interest to us as guide to which
students bear watching in other ways and as general contribution of Lib staff to
maintenance of honor standard in Law College but we cannot undertake to watch the
register systematically. Will have to forbid eating candy – against rule in Main Lib anyhow –
and stop leaving chewing gum papers about. Will ask Mr. Witham to give them notice on
both counts. Asked Mr. McClure to bring up daily both new cop + old one of U.S. Daily.
Whoever is at desk can paste in loose leaves (if any) + put on rod take old one off rod + put
new one on – also check on card – the old one, not the new. Then put new one on and let
Mr. McC. take it down. Talked about janitor service but will wait till next week to make
suggestions. Worked on Tenn Bar Ass’n index slips. Washed sink + dusted a little – not
much housekeeping done by me.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Only 6 students.
Friday, Feb. 21, 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted slips for Tenn. Bar Assoc. proc. Library almost deserted.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Only our good quiet studious second year students using Library this A.M. Too much
dancing for freshmen I fear as well as seniors.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Fair number of readers – all very quiet + studious. Got the last of the Bar Ass’n Proc. slips
ready to alphabet. Southwestern citations, bd. vol + current nos came by mail – put them in
tray for Main Lib to be cat’d. Mr. Buhl + Mr. Saxton to use Univ Lib books.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
3 students and Mr. Blackard.
Saturday Feb. 22. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Slips.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Feb. 24. 1930
8-1 H. H. Turner
Miss Northrup called up to notify law staff that there would be a staff meeting next
Saturday eve. at Miss Helen Harris’ and that Miss Tyrell (?) of the Lawson McGhee library
would speak. Alphabeted. Everything very tidy. Truck man came.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Think the whole Law College enrollment used Library this afternoon every table filled and
the best of order even among those who have given trouble heretofore.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday February 25, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on slips for Bar Ass’n Proceedings. First time I have not had to turn on lights. All
very quiet + studious.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday Feb. 26, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Elmore in Conf. room 9 - 10:30. Much preparation for Moot Ct. this afternoon.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Read article for display in current no. Mich. law review. also Making of the Constitution by
Warren.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McClure talked about cleaning. Told him I had noticed a difference in window sills and
ledges – top of wainscot and baseboard. He said he would brush out under radiators when
he could get a brush. I said I thought Miss Heiskell would not mind his using the Bar Lib.
brush for that – would ask her. He said he would have to do the scrubbing of RR on some
Sat afternoon + Sunday – thought he could get his brother to help + could be done quickly if
we could borrow the scrubbing machine from Extension Office + get the soap used in Main
Lib. He had asked Miss Baker + she said Mr. Kirkman ought to furnish it + Mr. Kirkman says
he buys one kind in quantity + won’t buy special kinds. The Main Lib. buys its own. I told
him I would buy the soap for once and would ask at the Farm to-morrow about borrowing
the scrubber. Suggested he might sweep out corners of stairs better – also use Dutch
Cleaner on the wash basins in the hall. Finished going over Bar Ass’n of Tenn. Proc. title +
author index slips. Now ready to copy. Got supply of letter paper from Mr. Witham. Average
attendance. Quiet.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker came over and had dinner with “us” of the Arnold Tea-room table and drove me
down to Law College. I asked her to come in but said she would rather wait and come in
day time so as to see things better and hoped to do so right soon.
Thursday Feb. 27, 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
An unusually large crowd for the morning hours but very quiet.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on list of Bar Ass’n of Tenn. Proc. slips.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Large crowd in Library but quiet and studious.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
About a dozen freshmen, not too studious enough to injure their health. Tison, Styles +c.
Had to do a good deal of supervising. A good deal of silly business needing much calling
down.
Friday, Feb. 28.1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
On overlapping time worked on index of slips for Proc. Tenn. Bar Ass’n. Mr. Ray in Conf.
room 9.30 – .
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Being last Friday in month did cards. Did not quite finish. Might have, if I had not hunted
out a price list of steel[?] signals + mailed it with note to Miss Cheatham. That was
practically the only interruption. Readers few and quiet (though Styles + company were
present also Morgan + R Kennerly – so had few interruptions. Told Mr. McClure Exten Miss
McLeer of Extension office at farm said she would consult her janitor + let us know about
the scrubbing machine. Truck man came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday March 1. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9-12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday March 3, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Ther. 70̊ Janitor said he stayed at home all day yesterday to fire. Floors look as if freshly
cleaned + tables dusted.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Very few in – too cold I suppose.
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Tuesday March 4, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
On overlapping time worked on index slips.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Odds + ends – Marked a few books with titles or dates in white ink – sent off back Alleman
+ Sharp’s Lawyer’s directory express collect – started some mending – dusted a little. Not
Hardly any supervision needed. Mr. Blackard in Conference room most of the afternoon.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on book repairing.
Wednesday, March 5, 1930
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Blackard in conference room 2 - 3. Copied inventory sheets for display case. Mended.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, March 6, 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Worked on index slips.
11-5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference – 11 - 12. Nothing special to record - talked of Tenn. Lib. meeting, Univ. Lib.
staff meeting last Sat. and the way different students behave. Mended.
9 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Repaired books all afternoon.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
About 10 good boys braved the elements – also one prof.
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Friday March 7. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Ditto.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Phoned Miss Florence McLeer of Agr. Extension about borrowing scrubbing machine. She
said she had ordered new brushes + when they came she will let us know + lend it to us.
Mended.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
U.T. student to look up question on Wills found what he wanted in Rood’s.
Saturday March 8, 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Ditto.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, March 10, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor + temp. very satisfactory on opening. Had order to close library at one until
tomorrow at 8, out of respect to Justice Sanford and Mr. Sanford Morris.
Tuesday, March 11, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Much telephoning and using of books this A.M.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
In overlapping time worked on index slips.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on book repairing.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
As 2 invitations into law fraternities are going on very few using library.
Wednesday, Mar. 12, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday March 13, 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Large crowd more or less chatty but pretty good on the whole when called down – (seniors
this time!). Supervising no easy job as room was nearly floor full and Methodist steam
shovel added to excitement.
Friday, March 14, 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Truck man came.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck man came again. Phoned Mr. J. Hudson that the Library had a list of E.T. Sanford
books “loaned” to K.B.L.A. if he wanted it. Said he was not sure any action would be taken
but might possibly ask for it – so E. L. O. looked over list to see if O.K. – found it in 2 parts so
made copy for Mr. Hudson. It is in binder at back of KBLA cat – if wanted. It is not in correct
library form but probably detailed enough for the purpose.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, March 15. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday Mar. 17, 1930
8 - 9:50 E. L. Ogden
Morgan et al. conference room 9 - 9:40.
9.50 - 1 H. H. Turner
Owing to illness, E. L. O. kindly opened library.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, March 18th 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Man came to see about electric light plates – as C. F. H. understood to change the one on
stacks to larger, nicer one –
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as usual.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Numbering and repairing books.
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1 - 5:30 E. Lucy Ogden
Calculated space needs for Univ. + Bar Libraries.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used 7:40 - 9 Mr. Seal.
Wednesday Mar. 19, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Found some V’s of U.S. Code had been checked out but no name had been attached to slip of
the person taking these V’s out. Later Mr. Witham brought them to desk.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
The same!
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
R. Kennerly wanted information on what extent E.T. Sanford lectured in Law College. Found
some notes but referred him to HHT for further information. Read Law Lib Jour., new no.
Interesting but looks as though our library is quite different from other law school
libraries. Would understand their cat. cards better if I saw samples. Did some more
inspecting for space. Need till June 1931 about 1½ sections in Bar + same in Univ. part.
Would be glad if staff would put their minds on it + express ideas to-morrow at staff
meeting. Mr. Witham came in later + gave his ideas. Poked window stick through West
window again. Mr. McClure patched it up with gummed cloth + will see Mr. Kirkman.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, March 20. 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Same. Sorry but I can’t help with Justice Sanford’s lectures as I wasn’t especially interested
in details in those days. Knew he did but only vaguely.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference mostly on shelving to be asked for and on janitor work. C. F. H. agrees with Mr.
Witham best to ask for the most usable instead of least we can get along with. Wrote out a
clearer statement of needs and available space and ultimate goal. Mr. W. approves the two
story stack in alcove idea. Also made notes of measures + some notes for reply to S.C. Univ.
Lib’n who wrote for ideas on arranging + cataloging the law Lib.
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2 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
No. and repaired books.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 21, 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Mr. Erwin in Conf. room 9.55 – .
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished memo on shelving for Miss Baker. A copy of it with some other notes is in Vertical
file, top drawer, in folder marked “plans and measurements” if any one wants to see. Also
finished long statement for S.C. Univ. Law school asked for in letter addressed by D.R.
Robinson to “Dean, Univ. of Tenn. Law School, Nashville!” Took my reply to Mr. W. to be
typed by his stenog. next Monday. Mr. McClure says scrubbing machine is arranged for,
soap is on hand and all ready for Sat. + Sun. scrub of Library floor.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Quite a goodly crowd of law seekers this evening hour.
Saturday, March 22, 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Read shelves - O.K.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Monday, March 24, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
On opening, found floor in a very unsightly condition. Early comers were all much shocked.
Fear remedy was worse than the disease. Miss Baker came down early and saw it before it
had been walked on. She only tarried a moment but later returned with Mr. Witham.
Footsteps, black streaks, soap marks and discolorations varied the color scheme. Mr.
McClure came up and said that he had worked all day yesterday and was tired out – felt
that he had taken off one layer of dirt. Fear he’s too optimistic. Miss Baker made no
comment but seemed upset. Mr. McClure says Miss Baker told him that she thought
machine ruined floor, but he thought it “looked real well,” but she wants him to try again.
At noon Mr. McClure came with a bucket and rag and started wiping up floor.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday March 25th 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on index of subjects in Proc. Tenn. Bar Ass’n.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Messrs. Hurd + Erwin in conference room 2:30 - 4:30. Truck man came. Unidentified
citation in 110 Tenn. 549. “Watkins dig. (1902) p. 1920 sec. 4,6 +c.” Couldn’t find anything
like this in any abbreviation list or law library catalogs at hand. Mended. Talked to Mr.
McClure about the floor. It will take a long time to even it up – if ever.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Neglected to add my “John Handcock” [sic] above. Repaired books as usual.
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Wednesday March 26, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
With reference to the citation to Watkins Dig - find there is a lawyer of Chattanooga of that
name who for his own use and pleasure recorded some things he had used in his own
cases, official, for convenience he had these things or references gathered in to a
paper bound pamphlet. ’Tis a surprise that this local, purely local, pamphlet, should be
given or quoted as a digest.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
As usual. Read March Howard Law review for material to go on display.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Compared Bar Ass’n Proc. of Tenn. with slips as far as copied. What a pity Mr. Watkins
Digest was ever cited in print! Mr. Ray Conference room 2:30 - 4:30. Dusted a little.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday Mar. 27, 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as usual. Asked Mr. Witham to report broken window as cold wind at night blew in
most unpleasantly. He said he would attend to it at once as it ought to be seen to.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Glad H. H. T. spoke about window as these cold windy days it has been letting in quite a bit
of cold air and keeping the Library from getting warm in the mornings and evenings.
7 - 9.30 [H. H. Turner]
Miss Davis of the Division of Extension called up to enquire for an article in Tenn. Law Rev.
(found in Jan. 24) on “Should there be a Constitutional Convention in Tenn.?” By James H.
Malone, recommended by Dr. Hamer. A copy was provided by Law review board to be sent
to some one in another part of state, delivered to-morrow by H. H. T. to Miss D. Large
crowd. Almost every table in use + many K.B.L. vols. studied. Good boys on the whole!
Friday, March 28 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
The Same! Truckman came.
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9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Ray Conf. room 12:30 - 2:30.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards. Mr. Witham brought some more letter paper.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, March 29, 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Miss Baker asked yesterday if floor looked any better. Main library, and Div. of Extension
would like several more copies of Jan. 1924 Law rev. one for reference and others to meet
calls. Will refer to business manager. Later they were handed in.
Monday March 31. 1931 [sic]
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Floor much improved. Mr. Rush used Conf. room 8. 50 - 10.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came. A large crowd in R.R. Messrs. Frazier and Morgan in Conf. room 3:30 – .
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Blackard in Conf. room.
Tuesday April 1st 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Much noise from steam shovel.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips for Tenn. Bar Ass’n Proc.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Made up summary of book statistics also circulation Apr. 1929 - Mar. 1930.
Apr. - June as previously reported, July - Mar. new.
Apr. 75; May 140; June 15; July 34; Aug. 132; Sept. 17;
Oct. 43; Nov. 101; Dec. 83; Jan 1930, 204; Feb. 79; Mar. 121;
Total 944. Sent this data to Miss Baker.
Morgan et al conference room 1:30 - 2:00.
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2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Came a little early and worked on slips to make up a little time.
Wednesday April 2, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Frazier and Morgan in Conf. room – much working and discussion on Moot Ct. case.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as usual.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Morgan et al in Conference room 1:30 - 2. Worked on notes of books reviews in legal
periodicals. Did not notice till leaving that conference room key wasn’t returned!
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday April 3. 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Same as usual.
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
11 - 1:30 [E. L. Ogden]
11 - 12 Conference – Finished looking over book reviews in periodicals + advts. in file case.
Window pane put in. Old pane cut down to give a new glass on schedule near telephone.
(continued below)
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
[E. L. Ogden]
Conference (cont. from above) Discussed use of phone by students – no. of calls from
outside seem to be increasing – also use of phone by students calling up others for social
purposes. Hard to regulate as Mr. Witham seems to make no restriction when his room is
open. No decision come to.
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Friday, April 4, 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Same work.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker phoned that Knoxville College had applied for the loan of current legal
periodicals over Sunday – asked if Law. Libr. would be willing to lend. E. L. O. said we do
lend to Fac. or students – Miss B. said at first she would call + get them and attend to
delivering them herself – felt inclined to do missionary work for them (K. College) as the
have no other source. E. L. O. remarked also that as Tenn. citizens (the state pays their
tuition, I believe, in place of admitting them to U.T. – at least it used to) they have some
right to consideration. She phoned again to say the periodicals are to go as an inter-library
loan – to be charged to Miss Robb, Librarian, Knoxville College. Mr. Miller (probably) will
be the one to call for them and will bring his citations – 6 or 8, she said. She may call up
about it again in the morning, but if not these directions will hold. Mr. Miller will come near
closing time + return them at 8 AM. Monday. Finished getting material together for
consideration in making this year’s order list. Re-checked article on recommended material
in Law Library Journal and put everything together on bottom shelf of low shelves near
desk – Law Lib J., advts. + slips – ready for faculty when Mr. Witham asks for it. Sent Mo Bar
Ass’n Proc. to Main Lib for cataloging. Took a few vols on crime, Field’s Famous legal
arguments, + Cunningham’s Logic from Display shelves – put last two under author in RR-1
and the others in Lib. Office. Expect we shall have to have a notice on Bar Lib. table - For
lawyers’ only or to that effect. Students do not really need that room. I sent Johnson,
McCain + Darden to conference room instead – but others went to Bar table later – one by
one when there was plenty of room in R.R.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Plenty of noise as they were pouring concrete on Church property. Only (2) two students in
Library.
Saturday, April 5, 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Agree with opinion in regard to students using table in K.B.L.A. except for emergencies.
Never did like the arrangement. Miss Baker spoke yesterday of making up time if one
attended meeting of T.L.A. Said it wasn’t necessary but H. H. T. could take C. F. H’s opening
Tuesday and Wednesday, also Thursday if E. L. O. goes to Farm, as the latter had the last of
the week. Same work!
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9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Not many using Library this A.M. Too much society last evening as I hear there was a U.T.
dance at Jefferson Hall(?). A Mr. Griffen came for periodicals that Miss Baker gave
permission for Law Library to lend to Mr. Miller of Knoxville (Col) College. Some the
Library didn’t have but C. F. H. sent the ones on list that we did own.
Monday April 7. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
When no students were present worked a little on slips for Tenn. bar ass’n. Read articles in
current no. of East Tenn. His. Soc. Pub. about to be presented to Law library.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, April 8, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Am taking C. F. H’s openings to compensate her for opening Friday + Saturday. Worked as
usual. Mr. Witham asked H. H. T. to put up a “snappy” notice for students to read when they
signed register in regard to dropping ink on floor.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Yesterday at Main Lib Miss Baker looked at proposed schedule while HHT is at Tenn. Lib
Ass’n meeting + said it was all right. Compared copy of Tenn Bar Ass’n Proc. index to
authors + titles of papers. Mended. Mr. Seal + Powers in conference room 1:30 - 2:30.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
A large crowd and much talking to be squelched. Student hunting for material for debate on
automobile insurance.
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
2 - 5 P.M.
Not having anything of moment to record failed to put my hours on duty. Spent the time on
number Vol. that nos. were either loose or lost off.
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Wednesday, April 9. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday. Finished copying slips for Tenn. B. Ass’n proc. Mr. Kirkman in
conference with Mr. McClure at 8 a.m. about floor sent by Miss Baker who hadn’t been
informed how he (Mr. M) “had worked over it.” Mr. K. suggests a sponge bath, a strip at a
time +c +c. Mr. Key, law alumnus, called conference with Mr. Witham about episodes last
night. Will tarry for short time tomorrow A.M.
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
A call to C. F. H. from Miss Baker requesting her to come to “Shenandoah” for dinner at 6
P.M. to meet the two Librarians from Memphis, also as ‘twas C. F. H. evening at Library a
notice could be posted that Library would not open until 7:30. Who broke glass over
schedule, telephone and Library schedule lists?
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker with Miss McCurdy + Miss Palmer to show Law Lib. Did not ask her about the
floor as she seemed interested in other things + had not much time. Mr. Goddard and
Johnson(?) in conference room 2:30 - 3:30. Finished comparing slips + HHT’s copied list.
Left a sketch for a title page and some other notes with her copy. Mounted clippings from
recent News-Sentinels on local courts. Mended a very little.
7:30 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Certainly enjoyed the meeting and dinner with Misses McCurdy and Palmer. Think these
clippings from “News-Sentinel” that ELO has mounted so effectively are quite good to have
as judging from past experience, there are not many students who know the Courts well of
the State. Sorry Chancery Court was not included in this “Know Your Courts” as ‘tis one of
the most important Courts of the State. Had a good Library attendance for the evening
hour.
Thursday April 10. 1930
8 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Cut short hours to go to Cleveland to Lib. Ass’n.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
3:30 - 5:30
Added an extra hour at noon in order to give E. L. O. more time for her lunch hour. Found
108 Ill. without any trouble as it was only put out of place below the shelf where it is
supposed to be. This trouble will always be more or less as persons using vols. are not
careful to replace in respective place.
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1 - 5 E. L. Ogden
2½ hrs less than regular schedule to compensate for coming to night in HHT’s absence at
Tenn. State Lib. Ass’n meeting. Truckman came. Odds + ends of dusting + straightening –
also looked up information for letter referred for by Dean McDermott.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended.
Friday April 11, 1930
8 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mended and marked books.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended + marked Amer. decisions. Spoke to Mr. Witham about getting more copies of most
used books. He said good idea + wanted staff to notice + give nim notes – which we have
ready – but we might add to these if any others occur to us.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
So much noise from blasting and steam shovel that staying in R.R. was most disagreeable
this A.M. as owing to heat windows had to be kept open.
Saturday April 12, 1930
8 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, April 14. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Back again. Thank you, C. F. H. + E. L. O. for taking my time. Next year when Ass’n comes
here I will do the same for you. Mr. Blackard absent and part of time library was practically
full.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Tuesday April 15, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Neglected to note on yesterday afternoon the Library was visited by one of the City High
School students who was hunting up the Jury question. C. F. H. found a number of articles
for her use and she worked all afternoon in Lib. and was muchly impressed by our Library.
Was glad the room was filled with quiet studious workers who gave no trouble, hence did
not have to be “spoken to” while we had this visitor. Messrs Goddard and Styles in Conf.
room 11 – .
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Made corrections +c in lists for Tenn. bar ass’n. Read “The Green Bag” – bound vols.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 2:30 [E. L. Ogden]
4:30 - 5:30
Took 2 hrs off for personal business. Made binder for index to papers in Tenn Bar Ass’n
Proc. Truck man came.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Mr. Goddard 7.30 - 9.
Wednesday April 16, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. McClure asks that he be the one to look after the closing of Library windows both
afternoon and evening. Said he always came up to Library after 5:30 P.M. anyway and
would look after them. Guess they think that will save breakage(?). Only a few in Library at
opening hour. Mr. Steinmetz held class downstairs but sent up for books. Great activity
among the Law Rev. Board getting out the last no. of this years Review – hence much using
of books and advanced sheet verifying citations.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Looked over portraits in Green Bag.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Revised alphabeting of catalog.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Every table occupied but all very quiet studying.
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Thursday April 17, 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Began making list of portraits for Proc. Tenn. Bar Ass’n.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd of students for afternoon, as it’s getting near the close of the years work they
seem to be getting down to studying very closely.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday April 18. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker to consider schedule while E. L. O. is away. Mr. Muir stopped by on business
trip. Looks well + prosperous. Seemed impressed by the changes in the Library. Left
regards for HHT – and business card – wanted to know about his successors in faculty.
Revised some of “Law Library Procedure” cards. Cleaned up in ink station a little. Perhaps
HHT will take over housekeeping duties I have set no shining example that will be hard to
follow.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
[business card inserted at this page:]
ROBERT W. MUIR
GENERAL COUNSEL
JEWEL TEA CO., INC.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
[handwritten (E. L. Ogden) note on card:] left regards for HHT
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Saturday, April 19. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Miss Baker called up at noon to ask for circulation statistics for April, May, June 1929.
Seemed in a hurry for them. Looked in Record book drawers +c but couldn’t find them.
Maybe C. F. H. will be more intelligent. She said call her up this afternoon and tell result of
search.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Reports from E. L. O. seem very satisfactory from both home and Hospital. Miss Baker
wanted the circulation statistics from April 1, 1929 to April 1, 1930 – C. F. H. gave them to
her. 981 Vols circulated during that period. A good crowd in R.R.
Monday, April 21. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
See p. 211 [entry for Saturday April 19]. As C. F. H. had forgotten her Saturday entry, stuck
my Monday in wrong place.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A good crowd in R.R.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday April 22, 1930
8 - 10 C. F. Heiskell
During E. L. O. absence the hours of H. H. T. and C. F. H. are changed so as to fit in the extra
time on duty needed. Plenty of Library users this opening hour. Nearing the examination
period hence much studious activity. Mr. Irwin Saxton gave some old books belonging to
Mr. Will D. Wright to U.T. Law College Library – also Mr. Robt. Cowan gave a number of
volumes to Knoxville Bar Library Ass’n – now come the question of shelving(?).
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Styles in Conf. room 11 - 12.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Made copy of Session Laws both Public and Private of 1929 that had any bearing on
University and sent over to Miss Baker for copying and adding to other compilation.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, April 23. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Many students using Library. Glad to hear E. L. O. is getting along so well.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday April 24, 1930
8 - 10 C. F. Heiskell
Some of 3rd year men getting ready for Federal Bar Exams on next Tuesday.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, April 25. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Dance at Jefferson Hall hence few Library sitters.
Saturday April 26. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
10 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Monday, April 28, 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
E. L. O. telephoned that she would be back on regular schedule tomorrow. Mr. Douglass in
Conference room 10.30 - 11.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 [C. F. Heiskell]
Tuesday, April 29, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Third year men expecting to take federal Bar Exams this A.M. were turned down on account
of not having been introduced to State Supreme Court – rather hard lines as they had been
studying quite hard for this the past week.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Books given by I.S. Saxton are. Bailey, Personal injuries 2v. 1897 (duplicate); Labatt, Master
and servant 1904 (duplicates); Rose, Notes on Supreme Ct Repts 13 v. + suppl. 1-5 (of these
v. 1-11 are dups); Berry, Automobiles Ed. 3, 1921; Cooley, Taxation Ed. 2 (Law Lib. has Ed.
3); Perry, Trusts, Ed. 4 (Law Lib. has Ed. 3, 6, 7); Schouler, Wills Ed. 2. (Law Lib. has Ed. 5).
Sent all that were not dups to Main Lib. for cataloging. Rec’d in same lot U.S. Internal Rev.
Reg. 60 relative to intoxicating liquor, Rev. Mar. 1924; after talking to Mr. Witham, made a
list for him giving the above information and asking the faculty to decide soon what to do
with the rest. Put the dups back in the conference room. Miss Baker came to show Mrs.
Bergen the Library.
2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Back on old schedule, glad to have E. L. O. back. Miss Baker and Mrs. Bergen in to see
Library. Worked on B.L. Association business.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday April 30, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truckman came. Took C.E. Hughes portrait off display. Read book reviews.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday May 1. 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
As Mr. Marsh, business manager of Law Rev. board said he had written twice to Ill. Law
Rev. about their failure in sending their Rev. nos. C. F. H. wrote them again this A.M. stating
how this failure spoiled our files for binding. Hope we may have some result in their
supplying back nos.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. Discussed additional copies of text books needed for next year. Went
over some of portrait index cards with H. H. T. and later planned what to do with group
portraits. Mr. Witham to talk about shelves and said vols. given by Mr. Saxton were to be
sent down to Dean McD’s o Mr. W’s office to stay till Dean McD + Faculty decided how to
dispose of them. Said keep Treas. Dept Internal rev. regulation 60, ed. of Mar. 1924 + have it
cat’d for Law Libr. Mr. Blackard + various students in Conf room about an hour. Made up
book statistics statement for Miss Baker for April.
1:30 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
With Mr. McClure’s help sorted out and arranged the books given to K.B.L. Ass’n by Mr.
Robt. Cowan. Also began listing the same.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 2, 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Portraits in Tenn. bar Ass’n Proc. Mr. Kirkman and a stranger spent some time back in the
stacks.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on book list of the Cowan books.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished looking over current periodicals for book reviews. Did cards to date. Had to move
some of R.S. Cowan books as rain beat in through window casings. Don’t think any of them
got wet to hurt. Mr. Weiss tripped on brass rods + went clattering down to 1st landing. Said
he wasn’t hurt. Whoever sees Mr. McClure tomorrow night ask him to go over them again
+ nail down any loose ones. Mr. Witham asked for latest U.S. Supreme Ct rules. Found
them in Annotated Code - might be useful to remember.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Not long since C. F. H. called Mr. McClure’s attention to loose brass rods – will do so again.
Apropos of U.S. Sup. Ct. rules they are also found in Gibson’s Suits in Chancery 1929 Ed.
There is where C. F. H. found them for seniors when they expected to take Fed. Bar Exams.
Saturday, May 3. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Not much doing in Library circles, too much Circus on last evening.
Monday, May 5. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Goddard in Conf. room 11 – .
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd of students using Library. Mr. Witham brought up two copies of “Handbook
of the American Association of Law School and Proceedings of the 27th Annual Meeting at
New Orleans.” Also a copy, 1927, Rules of U.S. District Court for Eastern District of Tenn.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday May 6, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on portraits index for Proc. Tenn. Bar Ass’n.
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2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden (except time to go to doctor’s)
C. F. H. + ELO consulted on the question of reserving books for exam period and agreed on
Thurs. May 8 to start. The schedule is posted downstairs. Mr. Witham will send up a cop. for
posting in Lib. E. L. O. made a cop. on card for keeping in front of reserves. Read part of new
no. of Amer. Law School Rev. – Very interesting.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday May 7, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz did not meet his class this A.M. so Library had plenty of the 1st year men in
for opening hour. Main Library sent down the 1920 U.T. Session Laws that C. F. H. had sent
up for copying by Miss Walsh and they are added to Law Library copy also changed date on
Cat. and Shelf card. Truckman came.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Read part of Handbook of Association of Am. law schools. Had a conference with Mr.
Witham about a student.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Read rest of Amer. Law School Rev - v. 6 no. 11. Washed desk linoleum, checked some more
things on lists for consideration of book purchases and various other odds + ends.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday May 8th 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Have had one madding morning on getting here at 7:45 found a line at door equal to a
bargain sale at Miller’s or Woolworth’s. When C. F. H. opened Lib. door promptly on stroke
of 8 A.M. they fell over each other trying to get their slips first on desk. Really feel as if there
were several more gray hairs added to my “crown of glory”(?).
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Copied “Portraits”.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A full attendance on Library hours.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday May 9. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Had a reply from Illinois Law Review after my letter to their Business Manager and it seems
the Law Review of Tenn. was the one in fault so C. F. H. took it up with them and they will
adjust the matter at once.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Witham brought up a notice that students were to avoid being called up on phone. Said
he would try next year to have a public phone put in students’ room. Did odds + ends of
cards, etc. Made new t.p. for the index to Tenn. Bar Ass’n Proc. + fastened portrait index
in place. Now it is done. Heard that Commencement had been advanced to Monday June 9
instead of June 11 as printed in cat. Will try to see Miss Baker about date of beginning
summer schedule in Law Library.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, May 10, 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Odd jobs. Reserving still going on. Messrs Goddard + Bolt in Conf. room 9 – .
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Kept busy letting books out. It is getting almost beyond the attention of one attendant at
desk this Saturday morning. In reading shelves failed to locate 67 Pa. and 73 Ill. in K.B. Lib.
shelves, will look more thoroughly as had many interruptions. Also did not find
Cunningham on Logic – tho tis listed on inventory as being on Display case C. F. H. had an
idea she had seen it listed as put in Lib. Office but in reading shelves in there did not see it.
It may be my eyes had read so many shelves I failed to take this book in.
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Monday, May 12. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Had 24 books to check in and put away which seems about to even up C. F. H’s letting them
go out. Monday a.m. isn’t much more restful than Saturday but it is “all part of the job” as
another member of the staff remarked about something else recently.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker talked to C. F. H. about Summer schedule what as C. F. H. is the one who looks
after the Summer work at the beginning of the Law College vacation. The work and hours
will be the same as usually it has been since the Library (Law) has been kept open in
Summer. Law Exams ending on Friday June 6th at 4 P.M. – the Library will not be opened
that evening and Saturday A.M. Summer hours will begin. Open at 9 A.M. Lunch hour 12 -
1:30, closes at 4 P.M. Saturday close 12. A good attendance of students using Library.
Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday May 13, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Have located 67 Pa. but not 73 Ill. will others of Lib. Staff see if they can locate it? Also
Cunningham on Logic.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
In cases where there is a question whether a book has been assigned a new location the
first place to investigate is the “Official list” file in the cat. case. According to these cards
Cunningham is marked RR-1. The new location was marked on card and on inventory list
for RR-1 but by mistake was not crossed off Display case list. The “official list” is intended
as authority in all cases of discrepancy or deficiency in inventory lists although the latter
are meant to be exact down to the last number of advance sheets added or removed or any
other item. One object in reading shelves is to locate + correct any such case as the
Cunningham one and to get cooperation of all the staff in making the records as near
infallible as humanly possible. Odds + ends of work pending, mostly cards. Phoned Miss
Baker about Thursdays. Will go to Farm May 15 + 22; Law May 8 + 29 (next Thurs. + last
Thurs.). Hurd + Baughman Conf. room 2:30 – .
1:30 - 4:45 C. F. Heiskell
As staff has always used Inventory List for shelf reading, the mistake made by C. F. H. was a
very natural one and arose from the Inventory not being corrected. Worked in Cowan
books.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Have always used inventories in fortnightly reading of shelves.
Wednesday May 14, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E L Ogden
Evidently got mixed in my dates concerning Farm. As tomorrow is 15th, will go there 16th +
22d and to Law 29th. Revised some more of catalog alphabeting + other odds + ends of
“work pending.”
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Certainly was a mix up about tomorrow (Thursday) as E. L. O. had told C. F. H. she would be
here the latter had made her plans to take some of the overlapping time due her off for her
room moving and cleaning. A large number using Library. Dean McDermott in and took a
book out when leaving.
Thursday May 15th 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Large crowd. Exams looming up cause much using of Library. All very quiet.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday May 16. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Received back nos. of Illinois Law Rev. thus bringing our files down to date.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Attended to books + cards rec’d on truck yesterday. Spent most of the afternoon hunting up
impeachment proceedings of in Tenn. of. Williams (1830), Frazier (1867) and “more
recent” Davis, Estes, Dubose, Edgington. Wanted to reply to letter rec’d by Miss Baker
which she read over the phone. Found something about Williams and Miss Baker found
something about Estes – not even initials or dates of the others known to us. Her
correspondent is making a collection + wants to know if Lib has them or can tell where they
can be bought. Am taking index to Tenn. Bar Ass’n Papers to show Miss Baker. Mr.
Witham has one cop. of new U.T. catalog – will send Lib. one when more are distributed.
Didn’t go to Farm yesterday. Stayed at home + rested up sore muscles + went to doctor –
am to report to him in a month as all OK so far.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Will ask Judge Jones in regard to Miss Bakers request.
Saturday May 17. 1930
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Truck man came to look up authorities on contracts in regard to an orchestra at Sunshine
this summer. Consulted Mr. Ladd and found Anson and Jones’ legal forms what he desired.
Mr. Bass, Alumnus, to look up Bankruptcy laws. Quite a number of reserves to assist in their
activities. Conference room used by Mr. Goddard + Bolt 9 – .
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Seems as if the greater portion Library has gone out for this weekend - What will it be next
Sat.(?)
Monday May 19. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd using Library – Messrs Douglas and Johnson in Conf-room. As yet 73 Ill.
hasn’t been found. Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Usual crowd.
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Tuesday May 20, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Douglass in Conf. room 8:30 - 12.
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Looked over the Cowan books that were tentatively offered to U. of T. Law Library and got
Mr. Witham’s opinion on all not belong needed to fill gaps in sets already in Library.
Arranged in new piles + labeled according to his decision. He calls attention to new issue of
Amer. law school Rev. revising Miss Moylan’s article on recommended material for law
school libraries. He will give Library his own copy to file with desiderata instead of the
original article, or along with it. Found 73 Ill. between 206 + 207 Ill. + other mixed vols.
Looks as if some one had been trying to shelve books instead of leaving for Lib Staff. We
don’t let some books stick in + some out either when we put them back. Wonder if it is
worth while to say anything to students so late in year. Mr. Witham says faculty may want
folder with suggestions for purchase anytime now. Showed him where it is + said staff
would deliver it on request.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Read Am. Law School Rev. v. 6, no. 12.
Wednesday May 21, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
In reference to Mr. Cowan’s books that the President of K.B.L. looked over with C. F. H. and
left in her handle until the Directors would have a meeting; thought when C. F. H. spoke to
E. L. O. as to what he, Mr. Powers Pres., said, that we both decided until this meeting
nothing would be done as to these books in their placing – hence think the matter best be
left until that notice be given C. F. H. and she will take the matter up by their authority. So
glad 73 Ill. has been located, felt sure it was some place where it did not belong but both H.
H. T. and C. F. H. had tried locating it. Just shows what fresh eyes will do.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on Public Utilities Fortnightly. Its remains (if asked for) are on low shelves
awaiting Mr. Witham’s opinion whether Law Library wants them when bound. Phoned
Miss Williams who says the Main Library has another cop. of the Reports but not of the
Fortnightly. Mr. Douglas in conference room 2:30 - 5. Farm tomorrow.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Thursday May 22, 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Elmore in Conf. room 4 P.M. Just a few minutes before the appointed hour this message
came over phone to Law Library - “All Students Club of UT were holding “Open House”
from 4 - 6 at Y.M.C.A. in South College and all Instructors, Librarians and Students of Law
College were invited.” As Mr. Witham was not here and the hour close at hand C. F. H. had
his stenographer type the invitation and stick it on bulletin board. Also put one up in
Library so felt her duty done (?)
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Messrs Ladd and Meyer 8 - 9.30. Good crowd and everyone very
studious. Mouse paid a visit and created slight excitement.
Friday May 23. 1930
8 - 11 [H. H. Turner]
Conference room used by Mr. Douglass 8.30 - 11. Read interesting article in Am. bar ass’n
jour. v. XVI, no. 5. Mr. Witham brought up the new Edition Jones’ Forms; 3 vols. Select
essays in Anglo Am. leg. his.; and Cyclop. law dictionary with request that H. H. T. “official
printer” display same with notice that they were some of the prizes to be given. The general
opinion is that Jones is the choice plum, “Essays” are at a discount tho’. H. H. T. assured
that they were very interesting! Mr. Blackard is causing irritation by keeping out Mechem
on Agency on which he has stated freshmen are to be examined. He took it out at 7.10 last
night and has not yet returned it back at 11 a.m. Mr. Kirkman and a stranger – not a
workman – visited the stacks. The janitor says he is a contractor, and that much tearing
away in basement and work in moot court room are in store. Mr. McClure also reports
cigarette ashes and stubs in Conference room on several occasions.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Douglass in Conf. room 12:30.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Witham came with last years’ order list to check + request for list of wants + estimated
cost to complete Columbia, Ill., Penna. + Yale law reviews. Did not finish but put data as far
as I went in folder. Hope it will not be wanted till Tues. Late closing so will report other
items later. Douglass in conf. room 2 - 5.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday May 24. 1930
8 - 10 [H. H. Turner]
Read shelves and found everything OK. Suppose this is my last for this season if E. L. O. gives
them their farewell looking over on Friday June 6.
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
The last signing of Library hours on register unless there are hours to make up during
Exams.
Monday May 26. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Messrs Douglass + Johnson in Conf. room 8.30 - 10.15; Warren Kennerly, Hurd, + Hancock
10:15 – . Later McCown, Vesser, Russell, Erwin, Darden piled in. Mr. Witham brought
Journal of Nat’l Ass’n of referees in bankruptcy, 1926 Dec.; 1927 June, Dec.; 1928 June, Oct.;
1929 Jan., April, July, Oct.; 1930, Jan., April. Also said that he had been notified by
publishers that Jones’ Forms was “green”, being just out of press and suggested putting it
under a weight. So he put it in library office on floor under some of the Robt. Cowan vols.
near door. 12:30 – Messrs. Douglass + Johnson in Conf. room.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Made acc’n cards for Journal of the National Ass’n of Referees in Bankruptcy. Men working
in Stackroom on plastering. Nothing in way of students studying in Library.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Just two or three in Lib.
Tuesday May 27, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 4:30
Found plasterers here on arriving at 7:45 and they certainly are making a mess in
Stack-room. Think the University will have to have the K.B.L. Ass’n books all cleaned as
this lime from plaster is all thru shelves and books. Library almost deserted these Exam
days only to get the books on reserve do the students come in. Messrs Douglass and
Johnson Conf. room 8.30 – . Later a large crowd in R.R. – no Exam this A.M.
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10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Johnson in Conf room 12.20 – .
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished checking last Fall’s order list for pubs. not rec’d and Miss Moylan’s revised art. on
Fundamentals for a law school library. Truckman came. Conference room in use by Mr.
Baughman until near closing time.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday May 28, 1930
8 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Very few in Library. Mr. Elmore in Conf. room 10 – . Worked on Inventory List of K.B.L.
Ass’n adding books received in shelves from the Cowan collection. Staying an extra hour to
make up time taken off.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Reichling in Conf. room 12:40-.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Odds + ends of unfinished work. Began to look things over for binding.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only 4 students in Library this evening.
Thursday May 29. 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Another extra hour for time off. Conference, the last for the time until next fall.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference – When opening next year a copy of the Library rules is to be posted on Mr.
Witham’s bulletin board and items added to that + to the copy in the Library that students
are not to use table in Bar Library; are not to use seats of chairs as foot rest and are to keep
all four legs of chairs on floor. Got Mr. McClure to take Mr. Steinmetz books back to Mr.
Witham’s room (with Mr. Witham’s approval). Worked on binding. Put empty pamphlet
boxes behind curtain in Lib Office under “Trusts.” Truckman came. Took $1.00 fine money
to get new Daily record book for July.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 30. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Mr. Douglass in Conf. room 8:45 – . Made index of last 7 vols. Eng. reports.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Spoke to Mr. March who said he had written some time ago about No. 9 of Indiana Law Rev.
said he’d write again.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Brought new Record book to be ready for July 1. Worked more on binding. Asked Mr.
Witham again about U.T. catalog. He says he will get us two.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Found door to R. Room not only unlocked but standing wide open. To say that C. F. H. was
startled puts it mildly. As it was all dark C. F. H. would not come in alone but found one of
the students and we came in together. Later saw Mr. McClure who said he had not been
upstairs. Mr. McClure went thru stacks also down back stairway to see if anyone had been
thru that way but nothing so far seems disturbed.
Saturday, May 31. 1930
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only 3rd year men using Library this A.M.
Monday, June 2. 1930
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only a few in Library and those few very quiet and studious. Truckman came.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
4 Students in Library. Wrote for title page again to N. York Univ. Law Quarterly.
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Tuesday June 3rd 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips of English reporters. Conference room occupied by Miss Corkland 12.20 – .
Examined entries of Am. bar ass’n, biog. + portraits + papers – starting with 1927.
1:30 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Came a half hr. earlier and stayed a half hr. later thus making up the rest of the time taken
off last week.
1 - 5:30 E. Lucy Ogden
Binding.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday June 4, 1930
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Styles and Hamilton in Conf. room 10 A.M. Truckman came.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
Copied entries for Eng. repts.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Binding: Finished Public Utilities Fortnightly. Got Mr. Witham’s Stenog. to type title pages
for vols. without them. Did a nice job. Would HHT mind adding up fine money for me and
seeing if amount in box agrees? Asked Mr. McClure to be on hand Friday to help with
shifting in most crowded spots. If any staff member remembers noticing text books needing
rebinding would be glad of suggestions. Mr. Witham took folder with notes on books that
may be ordered.
7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Wrote again to Indiana Law Journal for missing no. 7 of V. 3 1928 tho’ I had asked Mr.
March to write – also wrote for title pages of Loyola Law Journal.
Thursday June 5th 1930
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
The opening hour found the seniors using the Library for last time.
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9 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Nothing doing in Lib. only the 1st year students downstairs in Judge Jones’ Exams. Hence C.
F. H. had Library to herself mostly until 3 P.M. when Messrs Witham and Warner brought in
a lot of 1st, 2nd, + 3rd year students and gave them “a mentle [sic] test examination.” Some
new requirements seems. Exam lasted 3 - 5:00.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
NO body here!
Friday June 6. 1930
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Sorry to have my two associates saying Goodbye until next fall.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Directed Mr. McClure in some shifting. Did not examine results very closely but hop he
seemed to understand so hope it is OK. Put vols prepared for binding on table in conference
room. Those sets which may have additional vols. completed before binding is sent are in
front so the others can be put with them. Phoned Hughes to come for waste paper – Said
might come tomorrow. Mr. Blackard took his Clark on Equity. Will call for Bogert which
had been put on shelves (but not with trusts) so not found till he was starting home. Will
come again to get money to turn in before July 1. May not go to Univ. + do not want it in my
possession except for prompt delivery. Mr. Witham Warner brought Thomas Marshall’s




Tuesday June 10, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Began regular Law Lib. Summer Schedule this A.M. Rather lonesome without our noisy lot
of students. Mr. McClure brought in waste paper money – 25 cts for University and same
for Bar Library, seems mighty little for all the lot we had.
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Wednesday June 11, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Robt. Jones Class 1928 came in to use Library while in town for a few days.
Thursday June 12, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Friday June 13, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Saturday June 14, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Monday June 16, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Two students in to study for Bar Exams. Truckman came.
Tuesday June 17, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Miss Baker came and looked over Library and payed [sic] me a nice little visit. Several in
using Library.
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Wednesday June 18th 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Truckman came.
Thursday June 19, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Friday June 20, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Letter from Loyola Law Review to the effect that they did not publish Title page or Index to
their Law publication. Several users of Library in today.
Saturday June 21, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Monday June 23, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Tuesday June 24, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
4 persons in at opening hour. Truckman came and left things downstairs. Told Mr. McClure
that Miss Baker said things brought over from Main Library were not to be left outside of
Library, if they were brought over at the hours Library was known to be closed they must
be brought direct in to Library, that we would not be responsible for any thing left outside
the doors.
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Wednesday June 25, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
8 or 10 persons using Library today.
Thursday June 26, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 4
Friday June 27, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 – 4
Saturday June 28, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Truckman came.
Monday June 30, 1930
9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
1:30 – 4
Date Fines* Due Paid
Oct.12 Mr. Bernstein 10 10
“ 21 Mr. Morgan 25 25
Dec. 10 Mr. Meredith 60 60
“
16
Mr. Wolfe 50 50
Jan. 2 Chas. Morgan 15 15
“ ” Mr. Wolfe 15 15
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3 Mr. McPherson 1.20 1.20





















Mar. 13 Miss Gourse 5 5
17





Ap. 14 Bernstein 50 50
15 Morgan 5 5
19 Weiss 25 25
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April 22 Miss Gourse 20 20
May 19 “ Corkland 50 50
26
Mr. Eddy 30 30
* On hand at beginning of school year 70¢. See also Record for Oct. 24 and Jan. 15
Balance at beginning of year .70
Fines collected 9.50
From sale of waste paper Oct. 24 + Je 16 1.00
Total receipts 11.20
Sent Main Lib.
Oct. 24 Receipt for Record 1.00
Jan. 15 Cash 4.00
Jan. 15 Receipt for Xmas tree 1.00
Jan. 16 Receipt for record books 1.00
June 16 Cash 3.00
10.00 10.00
Cash on hand 1.20










July 11 3rd Dec. Dig. (Table Cases) 88096 1✓
“ V. 28, 3rd Dec. Digest 88097 1✓
“ V. 165 NorthEastern 88098 1✓
“ V. 15 Southwestern (2d Ser) 88011 1✓
“
16
V. 174, English Rept. (Aisi Prius) 88338 1✓
20
V. 121 Southern Rept 88388 1✓
“ V. 158 Tenn. Repts 88400 1✓
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“ V. 147 Southwestern Repts. 88403 1✓
25
V. 276, Pacific 88478 1✓
Aug 12 V. 145, Atlantic Rpt. 88559 1✓
“ V. 60, A.L.R. 88706 1✓
“ V. 31, Fed. Rpts. (2d Ser) 88707 1✓
“ V. 16 Southwestern (23) 88708 1✓
Summary for July, 1929
Books in Law Library July 1 6281
“ added in July 9
“ withdrawn ” 0
Net additions 9 9
Total in library Aug. 1 6290
Summary for August, 1929
Books in Law Library Aug. 1 6290
“ added in Aug. 4
“ withdrawn ” 0
Net additions 4 4










Sep. 18 Shannon’s annotated code Index (rebound) do not
count
“ Williston on Sales (rebound) do not
count
“ 4 Current digest - not accessioned not 1
counted
“ 277 Pac. Ja 3- Jy 8 89266 1✓
“ Index ALR 58 - 60 (temporary)
“ Cumulative descriptive word index to
Current D. (1 - 4)
“ 28 Columbia Law Rev. 88930 1✓
“ 46 - 47 Tex Bar Ass’n Proc. 88934 1✓
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“ 41 - 42 Harvard Law Rev. 88931-32 2✓
“ 3 - 4 Alabama Law Jour. 88929 1✓
“ 4 Journal of Land + Pub. utility economics 89288 1✓
“ 34 West Va. Law Quarterly 88935 1✓
“ 77 University of Penna Law Rev. 88933 1✓
Sep 21 16 Calif Law Rev 1927 - 28 88953 1✓
27 Mich. Law Rev. 1928 - 29 88942 1✓
2 Univ. of Cincinnati Law Rev. 1928 88950 1✓
33 Dickins on Law Rev. 1928 - 29 88946 1✓
45 - 47 Tenn. Bar Ass’n Proc. 1926 - 28 88951 1✓
4 Wis Law Rev. 1926 - 28 88952 1✓
13 Minn Law Rev. 1928 -29 88954 1✓
17 Kentucky Law Jour. 1928 - 29 88957 1✓
7 Oregon Law Review 1927 - 28 88945 1✓
14 Cornell Law Quarterly 1928 - 29 88949 1✓
20 - 25 Ass’n Amer. Law Schools 1922 - 27 88956 1✓
5 - 6 Neb. Law Bulletin 1926 - 28 88955 1✓
13 Cornell Law quarterly 1927 - 28 89001 1✓
12 - 13 St. Louis Law Rev. 1926 - 28 88998 1✓
75 Univ Penna Law Rev. 1926 - 27 88997 1✓
14 Va. Law Rev. 1927 - 28 88999 1✓
55 Northwestern (mutilated) 1
Summary for September
Books in Law Library Sep. 1 6294
“ added in Sept. 25
“ withdrawn ” 1
Net additions 24 24
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Oct. 1 Amer. digest Key no ser. v. 1A - v. 24A 24
Oct. 3 V. 11, Iowa Law Rev. 1925 - 26 88936 1✓
“ V.13, Iowa Law Rev 1927 - 28 88937 1✓
“ V. 14, Iowa Law Rev 1928 - 29 88938 1✓
“ V. 1, ALR Index Dig. 1919 - 28 89411 1✓
“ V. 2, ALR Index Dig. 1929 - 28 89412 1✓
“ V. 23, Ill. Law Rev. 1928 - 29 89413 1✓
“ V. 17, Southwestern 2d Ser. 89414 1✓
“ V. 122, Southern 89415 1✓
“ A.L.R. Blue Book not
counted
not acc’d
“ U.S. Anno Code Pam Supp 1928 - 29 1
“ ALR Digest v. 1 - 27, 1919 - 23 1
Oct. 9 32 Federal Je - Jy 1929 89534 1✓
166 NE My 21 - Jy 23, 1929 89535 1✓
1928 An. Public Utilities 89542 1✓
1929 B “ ” 89541 1✓
1 - 250 Calif. Law Review 2✓
15 - 16 Georgetown 2✓
1 - 3 St. John’s law rev. 1✓
Oct. 15 48 C.J. 89511 1✓
278 U.S. 88898 1✓
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Oct. 23 Rept. of Comtt. on the Establishment of an
Am. Law Inst.
89523 1✓
“ V. 61, Am. Law Rept 89699 1✓
“ V. 225, Northwestern 89745 1✓
“ V’s 9 - 11, U. of Detroit Bimonthly Law Rev.
1925 - 28
89295 1✓
Oct. 29 V. 148 SouthEastern 89739 1✓
“ V. 278, Pacific 89775 1✓
“ V. 18, SouthWestern (2nd Ser.) 89810 1✓
Summary for October
Books in Law Library Oct. 1 6318
“ added in Oct. 26
“ withdrawn ” 25
Net additions 1 1










Nov. 4 V. 146, Atlantic Rept. 89839 1✓
“ U.S. Statues [sic] 1927 - 28 (Part I) 89853 1✓
paper




Nov. 8 Fletcher’s Cyc. Corp. 1929 76818 1✓
“ Fletcher’s Cyc. Corp. 1928 1
Nov. 19 Vol. 3 - Tenn. App. Rept. 90167 1✓
“ “ 4 - “ ” “ 90168 1✓
“ “ 5 - “ ” “ 90169 1✓
“ “ 6 - “ ” “ 90170 1✓
“ “ 7 - “ ” “ 90171 1✓
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“ “ 8 - “ ” “ 90172 1✓
Nov. 25 V. 279, Pacific 90275 1✓
“ V. 33, Federal (2d S) 90276 1✓
Nov. 25 Law of Evidence, Hughes 1907 90217 1✓
“ Am. Const. Law, 4th Ed. - Black 90243 1✓
“ International Law 2d Ed. - Wilson 90244 1✓
“ Law of Surveying and Boundaries - Clark 90267 1✓
“ Law of Evidence, 3rd Ed. (McKelory) 90241 1✓
“ “ ” “ ”
“ ”
90259 1✓
“ Conflict of Law (Goodrich) 90306 1✓
“ “ ” “
”
90308 1✓
“ Public Utilities, 1929 C 90284 1✓
“ Int. Law Situation, Naval War College, 1928 90279 1✓
Nov. 27 V. 1, Tenn. Anno. and Digest - Shannon 89878 1✓
“ Law of Bailment and Carriers - Goddard 90215 1✓
“ V. 1, Fed. Liabilities of Carriers - Roberts 90222 1✓
“ V. 2, “ ” “
” “
90223 1✓
“ Equity Pleading and Practice - Clephane 90229 1✓
“ Law of Sales - Tiffany 90230 1✓
“ Due Process of Law - Taylor 90239 1✓
“ Municipal Corp. 3rd Ed. - Elliott 90216 1✓
“ Private Corp. - Ballantine 90305 1✓
“ Domestic Relations, Law of, 2d Ed. - Peck 90137 1✓
“ Law of Crimes, 3d Ed. - Clark+Marshall 90219 1✓
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“ Restriction on use of Real Property - Berry 90242 1✓
“ Chapin on Torts 90268 1✓
“ Kales Estate future Interests, 2nd Ed. 90218 1✓
“ Dobie, Fed. Procedure 90269 1✓
“ Senate Journal, Tenn. 1929 90324 1✓
Summary for November
Books in Law Library Nov. 1, 1929 6319
“ added in Nov. 38
“ withdrawn ” 1
Net additions 37 37










Dec. 2 V. 66, Ct. of Claims Rept. 90396 1✓
“ V. 1, R.C.L. Permanent Supp. 90483 1✓
“ V. 2, “ ”
“
90484 1✓
“ V. 3, “ ”
“
90485 1✓
“ V. 4, “ ”
“
90486 1✓
“ V. 5, “ ”
“
90487 1✓
“ V. 6, “ ”
“
90488 1✓
Dec. 4 Anson on Contracts. Turck’s edition 1✓
Dec. 7 V. 19, Southwestern 90509 1✓
“ 167 N.E 30 Jy - 22 Oct 90645 1✓
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“ Hotchkiss. Aviatiation [sic] Law 90310 1✓
Dec. 18 Abbott Public Securities 1913 1✓
“ Crawford’s Tenn. Digest v. 1 - 3 3✓
“ Ehrich on Promoters 1916 1✓
“ Fixel on Aviation 1927 1✓
“ Jones on Mortgages 4✓
“ Magee, H.W. - Banks + Banking Ed.3 1✓
“ Pingrey, D.M. - Extraordinary...contracts 1✓
“ Shannons Tenn. annotation Ed. 2 v. 2 90733 1✓
“ Tenn House Journal 1929 90743 1✓
Summary for Dec 1929
Books in Law Library Dec. 1 6356
“ added in Dec. 25
“ withdrawn ” 0
Net additions 25 25










Jan. 2 Abbott Wehde and John N. Beffel
Finger-Prints Can Be Forged
90608 1✓
Jan. 7 V. 4, Tenn. Dig. Crawford 91046 1✓
“ V. 123, Southern 91047 1✓
“ V. 62, A.L.R. 91023 1✓
“ V. 226, NorthWestern 90148 1✓
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“ V. 280, Pacific 90149 1✓
Jan. 9 34 Fed. (2d ser) Oct - Nov 1929 91132 1✓
“ Longnecker Hints on trial of lawsuit 1927 1✓
Jan. 14 279 U.S. 91276 1✓





Jan. 21 1930 World Almanac acc’d 1✓
“ 1929 Pub. Acts of Tenn. 91353 1✓
“ 1929 Private Acts of Tenn. 91349-
50
2✓
Jan. 24 281 Pac. 8 N - 6 D 1929 91526 1✓
“ 149 SE. 7 S - 14 N, 1929 91505 1✓
“ 20 (2d ser) S.W. 23 Oct - 26 Nov 91522 1✓
“ 63 ALR 1929 91521 1✓
“ 67 U.S. Ct claims Feb - My 1929 91504 1✓
“ 1927 Tenn Private Acts 91351-52 2✓
Jan. 27 1929 D Public util Rpts 91562 1✓
Summary for January, 1930
Books in Law Library Jan. 1 6381
“ added in Jan. 21
“ withdrawn ” 0
Net additions 21 21










Feb. 4 Warren. The making of the const’n. 1✓
“ Index to legal periodical 1926 - 28 1✓
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“ Catterall. Judicial cases on American
slavery + the negro v. 1
1✓
“ U.S. Code annotated suppl. Dec. 2 1929 -
6 Ja 1930
1
Feb. 7 Catterall. Judicial cases on slavery v. 2 1✓
“ 3 Shannon Tenn. annotations Ed. 2, v. 3 91871 1✓
“ US Statutes [at large] 1927/28 pt. 2 89855 1✓
“ US Statutes [at large] 1928/29 pt. 2 1✓
“ Bohlen. Studies in the law of torts 1926 1✓
“ Mackenzie, F.A. Twentieth century crimes 1✓
“ Mott, Rodney C. Mott’s due process 1✓
Feb.12 Bigelow on Bills, notes +c. Ed. 3 1✓
“ Burdick on Sales Ed 3 1✓
“ Hankin on U.S. Supreme Court 1928/29 1✓
“ Jenk. Short hist. of English law Ed. 2 1✓
“ McCarty Law office management 1✓
“ Page + Gates. Work of corporate trust depts 1✓
“ Perry on trusts + trustees Ed. 7 v. 1 - 2 2✓
“ Reed on Conduct of lawsuits 1✓
Feb.14 Burdick on partnership 1✓
“ Scott’s Fundamentals of procedure 1✓
Feb.18 Pound + Plucknett on Readings on the
History + System of the Common Law
92055 1✓
“ Uniform Crime Reporting 91673 1✓
“ Osborn on Questioned Documents 2nd Ed. 1✓
Feb. 19 Tennessee, economic + social Pt 2 Counties 1 pam
Feb. 24 V. 168 Northeastern 92180 1✓
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“ V. 21 Southwestern (2nd ser) 92065 1✓
“ V. 124 Southern 92137 1✓
“ V. 5 Tenn. Dig 92066 1✓
“ V. 35 Federal Rept (2nd ser) 92263 1✓
“ Vol 1 King Bench Div. 1929 92080 1✓
“ Vol 2 “ ” “
1929
92081 1✓
“ Vol 1 Chancery Div 1929 92076 1✓
“ Vol 2 “ ” “ 92077 1✓
“ Probate Div. 1929 92079 1✓
“ Appeal Cases 1929 92078 1✓
Feb. 28 227 N.W. Nov. 13, 1929 - Ja 8, 1930 92323 1✓
Summary for February
Books in Law Library Feb. 1 6402
“ added in Feb. 36
“ withdrawn ” 0
Net additions 36 36










Mar. 3 V. 7, Am. law Institute Proceedings. 1928
-29
92293 1✓
“ V. 7, R.C.L. Per. Supp. 92322 1✓
“ 4 Vols, The Performance of Contracts (G.P.
Costigan)
4✓
Mar. 5 Tenn. Public Acts. 18th Gen. Assembly 1829 92352 1✓
“ 147 Atl. 12S 1929 - 18 Jy 1930 92372 1✓




“ “ SW “
” Ed. 2 1924
1✓
“ Bigelow on torts. Ed. 8 1✓
“ 9 Tenn. appeals c. 1930 92519 1✓
“ 250 S.E. Nov. 21 - Ja 30 92522 1✓
“ 282 Poc. Dec. 13 - Ja 17 92521 1✓
“ 4 Current digest (Amer. dig. system) 92520 1✓
Mar. 28 A.L.R. Digest and Blue Book. 58 - 63





Mar. 31 V. 159, Tenn. Rept. 92790 1✓
“ V. 64, A.L.R. 92772 1✓
Summary for March
Books in Law Library Mar. 1 6438
“ added in Mar. 17
“ withdrawn ” 0
Net additions 17 17










Apr. 10 6 Crawford Tenn. Dig. 92923 1✓
“ Social welfare laws in Tenn. 92570 1✓
acc’d
pam
“ Carnegie foundation An. Rev. Legal Ed.
1929
1
Apr. 15 228 NW Ja 15 - F 26, 1930 92975 1✓
“ 22 SW (2d ser) Ja 14 - F 18 92974 1✓
“ 283 Pac Ja 24 - 14 F 92973 1✓
“ 54 Rpt. Amer Bar Ass’n 1929 93131 1✓
“ 1929 E Pub util. Rpt. 93141 1✓
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“ 4 Shannon Tenn Annotation Ed. 2 93138 1✓
Apr. 24 V. 8, R.C.L. Perm. Supp. 93261 1✓
“ V. 49, Corpus Juris 93270 1✓
“ The Sacco-Vanzetti Case V. 1 91883 1✓
“ The Sacco-Vanzetti Case V. 2 91884 1✓
“ The Sacco-Vanzetti Case V. 3 91885 1✓
“ The Sacco-Vanzetti Case V. 4 91886 1✓
“ The Sacco-Vanzetti Case V. 5 91887 1✓
“ The Sacco-Vanzetti Case Supplemental V. 91888 1✓
Summary for April
Books in Law Library April 1 6455
“ added in Apr. 16
“ withdrawn ” 0
Net additions 16 16










May 6 V. 125 Southern Rep. 93439 1✓
“ V. 36, (2d ser.) Fed. Rep. 93440 1✓





“ V. 5 Uniform state laws, 1923 ed. 1 do not
count
“ Uniform state laws. pam supp. 1, 2, 2A, 3, 4,
6-10
10
May 12 Missouri Bar Ass’n, 1929 93466 1✓
“ V. 151 Southeastern Rept. 93474 1✓
“ V. 169 Northwestern Rept 93475 1✓
“ V. 148 Atlantic Rept 93473 1✓
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“ V. 23 Southwestern (2nd ser) 93476 1✓
“ V. 12 - 13 Rose’s Notes on U.S. Reports acc’d 2✓
“ V. 1 - 5 Suppl, Rose’s notes on U.S. Reports
acc’d
5✓
“ 1930 Standard legal directory acc’d 1✓
May 15 Berry Automobiles Ed. 3.
acc’d
1✓
“ Perry Trusts Ed. 4 2v. 2✓
“ Cooley Taxation Ed. 2 1✓
“ Schouler Wills. Ed. 2 1✓
May 19 V. 24 Southwestern (2nd ser) 93692 1✓
“ V. 284 Pacific 93656 1✓
May 27 U.S. Treas. Dept. Internal rev. Regulations
60 - Rev. Mar. 1924
1✓
May 29 37 Fed. (2d ser) Mar. - Apr. 1930 93820 1✓
“ 7 Crawford Tenn. Digest 94003 1✓
“ ALR temporary ind. 64, 65 1
Summary for May
Books in Library May 1 6471
“ added in May 25
None withdrawn










June 2 1929 Nat. Conf. of Commissioners of
Uniform St. Laws and Proceedings
94238 1✓
“ V. 65 A.L.R. 94237 1✓
June 3 Pocket Supplement to R.C.L. Suppl. v. 1 - 8 8
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June 4 Gray, Restrain on the Alienation of
Property, 2 Ed.
1✓
“ V. 229 Northwestern 94357 1✓
“ V. 126 Southern 94366 1✓
Jun. 16 V. 283 Pacific 94579 1✓
“ V. 25 Southwestern 94593 1✓
“ E.H. Warren, Corporate Advantage without
Corporation
1✓
“ Gibson’s Suits in Chancery 3rd ed. 1929 1✓
“ Am. Academy of Political and Social
Science, Annals, 1928
1✓
“ Leon Green, Rationale of Proximate Cause 1✓
Jun. 18 McBain, Living Constitution 1✓
Jun. 24 V. 170 Northeastern 94741 1✓
“ Marshall, T. R. Recollections of Thos. R
Marshall
1✓
“ Clark, G.L. Equity 1✓
“ Burdick, F.M. The Law of Torts 1✓
Summary for June
Books in Lib. June 1 6496
“ added in June 17
none withdrawn
In Lib. July 1 6513
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[Pages inserted before back cover of book]
Books + articles displayed –
*Cook - Amer. institution - Chap. on lawyers
*Jour. Amer Bar Ass’n - v. 15 no. 9 Sep. 1929
Types of the American lawyer, past + present
By James Grafton Rogers
*Journal Amer. Bar Ass’n - v. 15 no. 11. Legal scholarship and keys to judicial law-making.
L. Vold.
*Pamphlet. One hundred legal novels.
*Univ. Penna Law Review v. 78 no. 1 Nov 1929 p. 1-26.
Property which cannot be reached by the power of eminent domain for a public use
purpose. posted Nov. 5. Miss Heiskell’s find
*38 Mich. L. R 26 (no. 1 Nov. 1929) Rogge, O. John. Damages upon rescission for breach
of warranty. (Miss Heiskell’s find)
*Harvard Law Rev. 43, No. 1 (No. 1929) Sir W.S. Holdsmith. “Blackstone’s, Treatment of
Equity”
31 R.I. Bar Ass’n. 1928 p. 39. Our debt to the law. By Jechariah Chafee jr.
Conference of bar delegates of Amer. Bar Ass’n. Rept. of committee on judicial councils and
the rule-making power of the courts. 1929. Dec. 3
*These have been displayed.
Books + articles for display. Date displayed
8 N. C. Law Rev. no.1 p.96 (Dec. 1929) “The Amer. Bar Ass’n -
Sketch of its hist.” (put back later)
Dec. 16
Oliver, J.R. Four square (book from Lawson McGhee Lib) Dec. 10
Scribners’ Jan. 1930. Articles. Justice Brandeis + the
constitution; by J.P. Pollard; Johns Hopkins grapples with the
law. by Frank R. Kent.
Jan. 3
Longnecker Hints on conducting a lawsuit (new book) Jan. 9
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43 Harv. Law Rev. 379 (Jan. 1930) Federal courts + state
regulation of public utilities. By David E. Lilienthal.
Jan. 22
Fay, Bernard. Franklin - The apostle of modern times. (Lawson
McGhee copy favor of HH Turner)
Feb. 1 (?)
Ass’n of Life insurance council Papers. Dec. 1929 (5 pam) Feb. 12
State law of Evidence in the Federal courts. By W. Barton Leach.
Harvard Law review (43, no. 4) Feb. ’30
Feb. 19
Michigan Law review Primitive law (28, 4) Feb ’30 By Jacob
Henry Landman
Feb. 25
Osborn - Questioned documents Ed. 2 Mar. 4
Robinson Forensic oratory. Mar. 12
43 Harv. Law rev. 689 (Mar. 1930) Criminal responsibility for
the acts of another by Francis Bowes Sayre.
Mar. 26
Pound and Plucknett, Readings on the history and system of the
common law. Ed. 3, 1927
Redlich on “Worldwide Influence of the American States
Constitution” (a good article) 10 Bost. Law Rev. (no. 2) 195 Apr.
1930
Bohler. Some recent decisions on tort liability. Tulane Law Rev.
v. 4 no. 3 Apr. 1930
Apr. 30
Horack Law Schools of today and tomorrow. (Amer. Law
School Rev. v. 6 no. 11 p. 653 Mar. 1930
May 7
